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It is simple in its approach and powerful in its effect—a diet of natural foods and the use of non-
invasive home remedies made from natural food products, designed to eliminate many
symptoms of disease and strengthen your body’s healing power. It is a philosophy of healing
rooted in centuries-old traditions. In the past, these traditions were passed from generation to
generation by word of mouth. Today, the macrobiotic movement embodies these dietary
principles of natural healing. Michio Kushi, a leading figure in this movement, has spent his life
teaching thousands of people the macrobiotic way to health. Here is an easy-to-understand
book that puts his knowledge right at your fingertips.Macrobiotic Home Remedies is a
comprehensive self-help guide to hundreds of effective, natural healing methods that can be
used alone or in conjunction with more standard remedies—methods that heal without drugs or
invasive treatments. The book is divided into three sections. Part One begins by explaining the
philosophy and healing concepts underlying the macrobiotic approach. It then goes on to
examine various foods and their healing properties as well as basic home remedies. Part Two
details external home therapies and techniques—including over two hundred healing
preparations. Illustrations are provided throughout this section. Part Three presents an A-to-Z
reference to over two hundred common health disorders. Within each entry you will find a
general explanation of the problem, including the macrobiotic view, and helpful suggestions for
relief.For years, Michio Kushi has dedicated his life to teaching the macrobiotic way to better
health. Now the wealth of his knowledge is available to you and your family in this complete
guide to this gentle, yet effective, art of healing.

“Accessible. Readers who have been interested in the macrobiotic diet but been intimidated may
find this book a balanced and often common-sense guide.”- Library Journal“Impressive. This
book is your key to understanding these principles and putting them to work. This will change
your life.”- Neal D. Barnard, MD, President of the Physicians Committee for Responsible
Medicine“Denny has been changing the world of conventional thinking regarding health for the
past forty years and has had the courage to stand tall against the powerful forces of industry and
government: my kind of character!”- Craig Borten, Academy Award Nominee for Best Original
Screenplay (Dallas Buyers Club)About the AuthorDenny Waxman has been a macrobiotic
counselor since the 1970s and is one of the founders of American Macrobiotics. He has
changed the food narrative away from a diet dependent upon animal & dairy foods. From the
Mid-Atlantic Summer Camp, to opening the first natural food store in Philadelphia, Essene
Market, and directing the Kushi Institute, he has been a pioneer of macrobiotics. His notoriety
came after Dr. Anthony Sattilaro overcame terminal prostate cancer and credited Denny for
saving his life in his book, Recalled by Life. Denny teaches globally and is the author of The



Complete Macrobiotic Diet and The Ultimate Guide to Eating for Longevity.
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advice to many people. Several years ago I was annoyed at having to explain the preparation
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MD,EditorPrefaceOver the many years that I have been observing, diagnosing, and giving
counseling, I have had the opportunity to meet with thousands of people. During this time I have
employed various traditional arts of Asian healing, including acupuncture, moxibustion, herbal
medicine, palm healing, shiatsu massage, and prayers. These experiences have led me to the
understanding that natural medicine is a medicine of energy and vibration. This is sharply
different from conventional medicine which considers the human body as a material substance
and whose health approach is more symptomatic and materialistic.In macrobiotic healing, I have
applied and used various arts of diagnosis, which can be categorized as follows:Visual
Diagnosis: By observing features and characteristics of the face, body, skin, hands and feet,
nails, hair, and all the visible aspects of the human body, this diagnosis reveals any major
internal disorders in certain systems, functions, organs or glands.Pulse Diagnosis: By using six
pulses on both wrists in various ways, this diagnosis reveals any physical or psychological
details. The pulse diagnosis also includes pulses of other regions of the body, such as the neck,
feet, and other areas where a pulse can be distinctively detected.Meridian Diagnosis: By using
14 major meridians and other extraordinary meridians with the understanding of hardness or
softness, strength or weakness, and soon, and by using colors and skin spots along the
meridians in certain areas, this diagnosis reveals valuable information on the internal energy
flow, the organs’ functions, and other metabolic activity.Pressure Diagnosis: By applying
pressure and touching certain points along the meridians and certain areas throughout the body
—in more than a hundred places—this diagnosis reveals any stagnation of the streaming
energy, in the circulatory and nervous functions related to physical and psychological
conditions.Voice Diagnosis: By listening to voices and words, way of talking, laughing, shouting
or screaming, this diagnosis identifies the disorders of certain systems, organs or
glands.Behavioral Diagnosis: By observing the various behaviors, manners, motions or moving
patterns of a certain person, this diagnosis reveals any disorders in psychological and physical
functions, daily habits, way of eating, emotional and physical reactions to certain stimulations,
and so on.Psychological Diagnosis: By observing people’s expression, behavior, particular ways
of thinking, the structure of their speech and other expressions, including psychological
reactions to certain stimulations and circumstances, and the kinds of dreams they may have at
night, this diagnosis reveals the current psychological status, especially which parts of the brain



and the nervous system are actively stimulated or negatively under stimulated.Astrological
Diagnosis: By knowing the time and place of birth, the place of upbringing and living, together
with the understanding of current astrological and astronomical conditions, this diagnosis will
characterize the basic constitutional tendencies of the body and the mind, as well as the
potential destiny of the current and future life of the subject.Environmental Diagnosis: By
knowing what kind of atmospheric conditions, including the temperature, humidity, celestial
influences, tidal motions, seasonal conditions, as well as the social and natural environment in
which the person lives, including the condition of residence, occupation, and family relations,
this diagnosis clearly reveals the environmental cause of a person’s physical and psychological
disorders.Parental and Ancestral Diagnosis: By using visual diagnosis, focusing on revealing the
parental and ancestral influences, as well as knowing what kind of life-style the parents and
ancestors had, this diagnosis will reveal the hereditary tendencies of a person’s physical and
psychological functions, as well as predict his or her future.Aura and Vibrational Diagnosis: By
developing the art of seeing and detecting the aura and the vibrations emanating from a person,
this diagnosis leads to the understanding of a comprehensive physical and psychological
condition, as well as the current characteristics, and disorders, if any, of that person. The
intensity, color, heat, and frequency of the radiating aura and vibrations can be detected fairly
accurately without the use of any instrument, if the observer’s sensitivity is
developed.Consciousness and Thought Diagnosis: By seeing a person’s behavior and
expression, and also by sensitively observing the patterns of vibrations and waves emanating
from the head region, especially from certain parts of the head, it is possible to detect what type
of consciousness and thoughts a person is currently having.Spiritual Diagnosis: By seeing and
feeling the atmospheric vibrational condition—its brightness or darkness, its lightness or
heaviness—and by seeing if these vibrations and waves are more intense in some areas than in
others, it is possible to determine what kind of spiritual influences are affecting the person’s
physical and psychological condition, including memories, visions of the future, and spiritual
influences of the deceased who had a close relationship with that person.These methods of
diagnosis do not require any particular instruments, although certain instruments may be used in
some cases. It is more important that the observer keep his or her abilities of perception in the
best condition. This means having clean, sensitive, natural, and intuitive detecting abilities
which, needless to say, can be developed mainly through a correct dietary practice, in other
words: less animal proteins and fats, less simple sugars, less oily, greasy foods and refined
foods, and less spices and stimulants. Such a diet should consist of more whole grains, fresh
vegetables prepared in various ways, beans and bean products, occasional sea vegetables and
fruits, nuts and seeds, non-stimulant beverages, and if possible, less fatty animal foods, such as
white-meat fish and seafood. In other words: the macrobiotic way of eating.These diagnostic
methods are nothing but the perception of energies and vibrations in their large sense, rather
than in the physical or chemical realms. In comparison with modern conventional ways of
diagnosing, mainly dealing with material substances, as in the case of X-rays, blood analysis,



exploratory surgery and so forth, these methods of diagnosing are far less harmful and have no
side effects. They are superior to the current medical diagnosis because they reveal
comprehensively, various disorders at the same time. Whether we see human health as a
dynamic metabolism of energy and vibrations, or we see human life as static matter is the issue
future medicine will have to face.Through the alternatives such healing methods offers, we also
understand that the basic aim of a treatment is not materialistic, but that it is more a way of
adjusting the body’s energies and vibrations. Several major treatments in natural medicine are
as follows:Dietary Approaches: By eliminating certain foods or adjusting the daily eating pattern
towards a more macrobiotic way of eating, the whole body and psychological metabolism
become more balanced.Herbal Medicine: By using certain herbs, in certain combinations and
prepared in various cooking methods, herbal medicine can correct energetic imbalance in
physical and psychological disorders.Acupuncture and Moxibustion: Using the meridians and
major points along the meridians in general—supplying more energy or reducing the energy
through the application of needles or moxa or any other similar stimulations—will correct the
energy of the metabolism and bring it back towards a more balanced and harmonious
condition.Shiatsu Massage and Other Physical Therapies: Applying hands and fingers through
massaging, pressing, releasing, and smoothing various energetic metabolisms, as well as the
circulatory functions, will help recover the physical and mental metabolism from any stagnation
and/or depression.Chiropractic, Orthopedic Treatments: By adjusting and correcting the spinal
structure as well as the physical structure, including bones, muscles, joints, and tissues, these
treatments prompt the recovery of proper nervous functions, a better energy flow, and the
improvement of all other physical and psychological metabolic functions.Palm Healing and
Prayers: With or without touching with the hands, the energetic vibrations emanating from the
palms and the energetic vibrational force of consciousness can be applied to the body for
various weakened physical and psychological conditions. In the case of prayers, the presence of
the person concerned is not required.There are many other treatments belonging to natural
medicine, including yoga and other physical exercises, psychological and mind trainings,
electromagnetic applications, changes of colors, odors, sounds, music, images, as well as
various other nervous sensations.As a group, it is possible to call these techniques, treatments
of energy and vibration. In this category, even the dietary approaches and herbal medicine are
not aiming to supply certain chemical compounds, such as amino acids, vitamins, minerals, and
so forth, but rather their traditional aim has been to supply the proper kinds of energies and
vibrations needed to bring one’s own energies back in balance. For example, when we use the
root portion of a vegetable it gives a more descending energy to our metabolism, while the leafy
part of a plant gives a more ascending energy. When food and herbs are prepared with certain
salts they may be prepared in order to give a more contracting energy, while if they are prepared
with simple sugars they are directed to give a more expanding or relaxing energy.Accordingly,
natural medicine is the medicine which treats human life as energy and vibration and in this
meaning, natural medicine considers human beings not as material bodies but as spiritual



manifestations.When this fundamental concept, that humankind and human life are energy,
vibration or spirit, is established in the forthcoming understanding, the current symptomatic,
divisional medicine will inevitably change its course towards a more natural medicine. This
revolution in medicine will elevate humanity to a higher and respectable spiritual entity which
will, no doubt, contribute to the realization of one healthy spiritual planetary civilization. I hope
that this book is a small contribution in that direction.Michio KushiMassachusetts,
USAIntroductionMacrobiotics in its modern form was first spread throughout the world by the
activities of George Ohwasa (1893–1966). He devoted most of his life to this goal. His efforts
were a manifestation of his gratitude. He was grateful because after becoming acquainted with
this way of thinking at the age of eighteen, he overcame a number of severe health disorders in
several months, including a case of tuberculosis. He called this way of thinking and viewing life,
“the Unifying Principle,” and its application in daily life, “Macrobiotics.”Initially, Ohsawa focused
his studies on how the macrobiotic approach worked to combat common health issues. He was
very impressed with the effectiveness of the taro potato plaster in treating inflammations,
abscesses, and wounds. Next, he confirmed in daily practice the healing properties of ginger
compresses, daikon radish drinks, and lotus root. He also made use of acupuncture.During this
period he gradually discovered the fundamental influence of our dietary habits on the
development of our human capacity to behave; that is, to understand, rationalize, make
decisions, and act upon those decisions. He reasoned that the behavioral problems of
humankind are due to a distorted development based on an imbalanced diet. It seemed to him
that it was not only the general population who suffered from this condition, but specifically its
political, religious, and educational leaders. He devoted the rest of his life to spreading this
macrobiotic view and way of living with the hope of establishing a complete biological and
physiological rebirth of mankind, whose physical, mental, and spiritual health he saw as
gradually declining.He believed that the reestablishment of a sane capacity for judgment
through biological restoration was the only hope for humankind to create world peace. In the last
part of his life, Ohsawa changed his focus from healing to prevention. During this period he
became more and more interested in researching, experimenting, and teaching about the
influence of specific foods on health and disease. He wrote numerous books about his
findings.In this book, the macrobiotic methods and applications are presented in three sections.
Part I deals with foods as home remedies, providing an understanding of the use of food as an
energy force, and how to apply food energetics. This section also outlines the use of basic food
items, seasonings and condiments, and preparations for drinks to be used as home remedies
and their use in treating specific organs. It also describes the uses of traditional Asian herbal and
mineral medicine to restore health. Part II of the book provides various macrobiotic external
home remedies along with an explanation for preparation and application. Part III presents an A-
to-Z listing of health conditions, their symptoms, and their macrobiotic treatment.The
preparations and techniques described in this book are mainly examples of macrobiotic home
care or remedies, as Ohsawa rediscovered them in the beginning of the twentieth century. We



call them macrobiotic for several reasons:■ They are efficient.■ They are relatively
inexpensive; neither the individual nor the state will become bankrupt by their use.■ They do
not produce undesirable side effects, unless they are prepared or applied incorrectly or for the
wrong reason.■ Their production, preparation, and application do not harm our environment.■
They are easy to prepare and to apply. They do not demand a large medical or paramedical
staff.■ They bring medicine back within the reach of the family.■ They are based on yin-yang
or dynamic, complementary thinking.Although these methods of dealing with problems are often
more or less symptomatic, we have tried to describe them in enough detail to make them
accessible to everyone.■ Many of the described methods will only be effective if you have also
changed your way of eating. However some of these methods, such as a ginger compress, are
so powerful that anyone can be helped by them, although only temporarily. Experiencing the
effectiveness of a treatment which is radically different from conventional medicine can create a
turning point in your thinking.■ Applying these methods can strengthen all macrobiotic
students’ interest and trust in the macrobiotic way of healing. They make it seem more and more
obvious that an expensive and technically complicated medicine is unnecessary in most
cases.■ If you eat macrobiotically, you will not usually need such symptomatic treatments. Your
daily way of eating will ensure the smooth and gradual elimination of toxins and excesses.
However, it is not always possible to eat so well! Instead of waiting for the body to clean itself
gradually, we can speed up or sustain this process by applying one of the topical methods.■ It
is especially useful to apply these methods when you have just started to eat macrobiotically, as
the body’s eliminatory processes are more active at this time.■ Sometimes we really need
symptomatic treatments. Even when one eats macrobiotically, natural eliminatory processes can
be troublesome. • They can sometimes be very painful, such as the process of discharging
kidney stones. • They can sometimes be excessive and exhausting, such as a heavy diarrhea
arising after taking some harmful food. • They can sometimes be dangerous, such as a high
fever.In order to make these changes more tolerable, and to let them happen in a more
controlled way, the macrobiotic home remedies are important. This book only explains a portion
of the preparations and techniques that are used in macrobiotic home-care. There are a number
of other very helpful and often necessary ways of dealing macrobiotically with health problems,
which are not covered here. We do not, for example, talk about using shiatsu massage,
moxibustion, or palm healing in home care. Also, we do not talk in great detail about the
preventive use of the general macrobiotic way of eating. For this we refer you to other
macrobiotic publications which are listed in the reference section of this book.It is our hope that
the study and application of the methods presented in this book will contribute to the
development towards health, freedom, peace and happiness of all who read it and society as a
whole.PART IMacrobiotic FoodasHome RemediesCHAPTER 1Understanding Food as
EnergyAsian doctors have not always used herbs, acupuncture, homeopathic preparations, and
related techniques to deal with symptoms and sicknesses. Instead, they considered a person’s
daily diet to be the basic and necessary tool to approach any health problem, and certain foods



were thought to strengthen certain organs or systems, and to prevent or even relieve specific
diseases. To Asian doctors, the diet was the route to wellness.One hundred years ago, modern
Western dietary principles and medicines were introduced in the Far East. These newer
principles were not as wholesome as traditional Asian philosophies and were more analytical. In
modern medicine, for example, if a certain mushroom has been traditionally used to lower a
fever, the doctor will analyze this mushroom and identify an active chemical ingredient that the
doctor will then extract and produce in tablet form. Modern doctors look at the chemical content
and the ingredients that make up the product and create a medication in the hopes that this will
cure the patient. But in most cases this does not work, because they only look at a part of the
mushroom and do not realize the importance of the whole. Modern doctors do not realize that
every part of the mushroom goes into healing the person.While these pharmaceuticals may help
in the short term, they have been found to create side effects or even new sicknesses. The
medications that are produced focus on fixing one symptom and do not heal the whole body.
They relieve you of your immediate illness, but do nothing to heal what caused you to be sick in
the first place and therefore prevent further disease.Year after year new techniques and
medications are produced in the hopes of finding new and better treatments for a variety of
symptoms. This method of healing has become very expensive and seems impractical. This is
why after trying modern medicine and medications for a hundred years, many people in Japan,
China, Korea, and other countries have become disappointed with this approach. A reevaluation
of traditional Asian medication began and with it a new understanding of diet. It was in this way
that modern macrobiotics was created.To judge traditional medications correctly and use them
efficiently, we need to understand the view traditional doctors had about food and about matter
in general. Macrobiotics helps us recover this way of thinking and looking at life. You will first
examine the principles of yin and yang and the five transformations. Next you will learn about the
energy that comes from yin and yang, or ki. Finally you will examine how ki corresponds to your
body and the food you eat and what symptoms may arise from not eating a balanced diet.YIN
AND YANGTo understand how traditional Asian medicine uses foods for medicinal purposes, we
must outline the basic elements of the yin-yang view and of the Five Transformations Theory.
Often mistranslated as the “Five Elements Theory,” the Japanese wording of the “Five
Transmutations Theory” is Yin Yang Go Gyo and can be literally translated as “Yin Yang Five
Goings” (see pages 22 and 23). The theory describes five stages of transforming energy, or five
phases of energy change, and is a more detailed and more practical explanation and application
of the yin-yang view in understanding macrobiotics.In the theory, yin is the centrifugal,
expanding force in the universe, and yang is the contracting, centripetal tendency in the
universe. They are proportional and represent balance. When there is more of one, there is less
of the other and nothing is absolutely yin or yang.Yin and yang also represent movement and
life. Yin and yang interact with each other in specific ways: yin repels yin, yang repels yang, yin
attracts yang, yang attracts yin, and so on. Each is always interacting with the other and, at its
extreme, even changes into the other. When yin reaches its extreme, it changes into yang; when



yang reaches its extreme, it changes into yin. Within this cycle of yin changing into yang, and
yang changing into yin, we can recognize five stages. Each stage can also be broken down into
manifestations, which are explained in the following list. These manifestations, which can be
used to classify everything from the atmosphere to food, help form macrobiotic thought.1. The
beginning of expansion. This expansion has a horizontally expanding tendency. This can be
called a “water-type” energy.2. The expansion that is more active and has a rising tendency.
This can be called a “tree-type” or “gas-type” energy (usually this has been mistranslated in
acupuncture books as “wood”).3. Expansion going very actively in all directions. This tendency
can be called “fire-type” or “plasma-type” energy.4. The beginning of a contracting tendency in
the form of solidification, condensation. This can be called an “earth-type,” or “soil-type”
energy.5. A contracting tendency reaching its most condensed state. This can be called a
“metal-type” energy. If contraction continues, expansion will start to arise in the form of a
liquidification, and we are back at stage one. This can be seen, for example, when metal starts
to melt by applying heat, which is yang.Yin and yang form ki. The concept of ki, which is
discussed in the next section, is very important to macrobiotics and helps classify food and
explain imbalances between yin and yang.KIYin and yang are constantly changing and
interacting with each other, and the energy and force generated between them forms ki, see
inset page 9. A good understanding of the term ki is of enormous importance. Pronounced ki in
Japanese; in Chinese, the term is chi; and in Korean, gee. The Japanese ideogram for the word
ki is and can literally be interpreted as “the energy of rice”. We have not yet discovered an
English word that is a perfect translation for ki. A close Western translation could be
“electromagnetic charge,” or “vibration.” In effect, though, ki is the activity, the movement, the
energy, the vibration generated between yin and yang poles and provides us with the energy of
life.THE MANY MEANINGS OF KIExamples from the Japanese language show just how
integrated the concept of ki is in daily life, and help to give you a better understanding of the
term. The following provides Japanese phrases using the word ki and their meanings.Aikido. Ai
means “meeting,” “harmonizing.” Do means “Tao.” Aikido is “the way of harmonizing ki.”
Translated to mean a Japanese martial art.Byo Ki. Literally means “ki is suffering,” “ki is out of
order,” or “ki is sick.” Notice that they do not say “the body is sick.” Translated as sickness or
disease.Den Ki. Literally means “ki of thunder.” Translated as electricity.Do Ki O Hassu. Literally
means “ki of anger bursts out.” Translated to mean to become angry.In Ki. Literally means “yin ki.”
Translated to mean a person who is serious, pessimistic, and dark.Ji Ki. Literally means “ki of
magnet.” Ji (magnet) literally means “attracting stone.” Translated to mean magnetism.Jo Ki
Suru. Literally means “ki ascends,” or “ki goes up high.” Translated as rising energy.Ka Ki Gen
Kin. Literally means “ki of fire strictly prohibited.” Fire is not thought of as fire in the literal,
physical sense, but as “ki of fire.” Translated to mean no fire.Ki O Tsukau. Literally means“use ki.”
Translated to mean pay attention or deliberate.Ki Ga Chiisai. Literally means “ki is small.”
Translated to mean coward.Ki Ga Hareru. Literally means “ki clears up,” or “ki becomes fine.”
Translated to mean I feel wonderful.Ki Ga Kawaru. Literally means “ki changed.” Translated to



mean changed one’s mind.Ki Ga Ki Ku. Literally means “ki works sharply,” or “ki works profitably.”
Translated to mean a person who works quickly, diligently, and accurately.Ki Ga Kusaru. Literally
means “ki is rotten,” “ki is decayed.” Translated to mean a person who is complaining, fed up, or
negative.Ki Ga Noru. Literally means “ki is riding.” Translated to mean actively wanting to do.Ki
Ga Shizumu. Literally means “ki sinks down,” “ki down.” Translated to mean depressed.Ki Ga
Tsuku. Literally means “ki attached,” “ki focused.” The Japanese military expression for
“Attention!” is “KiOTsuke!”, which literally means “Attach ki!” Translated to mean notice.Ki Hin.
Literally means “ki is good for three factors.” These three factors, represented by three openings,
are eating, breathing and talking. Translated to mean nobleness, dignity, refinement, grace.Ki
Kai. Literally means “ocean of ki” and refers to the hara or intestinal energy center. Translated as
reservoir of energy.Ki Nilru. Literally means “ki enters.” Translated to mean fond of, like.Ki O
Kubaru. Literally means “distribute ki.” Translated to mean think over, consider.Ki O Tobasu.
Literally means “ki flies away.” Translated to mean frightened.Ki O Ushinau. Literally means “ki is
lost.” Translated to mean faint.Ki Sho. Literally means “character of ki.” Translated to mean
personality.Ki ShoGaTsuyoi. Literally means “character is strong.” Means a person’s personality
is very domineering, stubborn, or, insistent. Translated to mean very strong personality.Ki Sho
GaYowai. Literally means “character is weak.” Translated to mean weak personality.Ku Ki.
Literally means “ki of sky” or “ki of void.” Translated to mean air.Kui Ke. Literally means “ki of
eating.” Translated to mean appetite.Kyo Ki. Literally means “wrong ki,” “disorderly ki.” They do
not say the brain or mind is out of order. Translated to mean crazy, mentally ill.Mizu Ke. Literally
means “ki of water.” If a person’s palms are always wet, a Japanese person might say “his mizu-
ke is plenty.” Translated to mean humidity.Shio Ke. Literally means “ki of salt.” When soup tastes
too salty, a Japanese person will say “ki of salt is strong” instead of “there is too much salt.”Sho
Ki. Literally means “right ki.” Translated to mean of sound mind.Ten Ki. Literally means “ki of
heaven.” Translated to mean weather.Uwa Ki. Literally means “floating ki.” Translated to mean a
person who lives without care or responsibility.Yo Ki. Literally means “yang ki.” Translated to
mean a person who is happy, joyful, and active.Yu Ki. Literally means “active ki.” Translated to
mean courage.Origins of KiFor thousands of years, the concept of ki has been used by ordinary
people in Asian countries. Actually the whole Asian view of life has been based on seeing all of
life as ki and everything as energy, waves, and vibrations.Types of KiKi can be categorized in
several ways. First there is basic yin ki and yang ki, or inward and outward flowing energy. We
can then go further and classify ki based on the five stages of yin and yang (see pages 22 and
23). These include water-types, tree-types, fire-types, earth-types, and metal-types of ki, and
can be seen to be manifested in every part of our universe.Yin Ki and Yang KiWhen we use the
yin-yang way of seeing, we can recognize that there are two basic types of ki and we can say
that our bodies receive ki from two directions.The first type is an inward gathering ki, manifesting
more the yin tendency. This ki comes directly from the outside world. It comes from heaven and
from the earth in the form of cosmic rays, sun rays, moon rays, humidity, temperature, sound
waves, people’s vibration, and so on. This kind of ki is a very expanded ki (yin ki).The second



type is the outward flowing ki, manifesting more the yang tendency. This ki comes from inside
our body, in the form of liquid and solid foods. These foods are transformed into blood, and this
blood is then distributed outwards. This kind of ki is very dense and compacted (yang ki).The
interaction of both these types of ki creates our body and enables it to function. Yang ki forms,
materializes, and feeds our organs and tissues. Yin ki activates and charges those
organs.Manifestations of KiWithin infinity (the world of infinite expansion, or yin) polarization (the
world of centrifugality and centripetality, or yang) arises continuously and within the two are the
invisible, hidden, imperceptible principles underlying all creation. They do not exist as ki
manifestations; they are the origin of ki.Between the yin and yang poles, movement arises which
finally manifests as five clearly distinguishable domains of the whole creation: the world of
vibrations, the world of pre-atoms, the world of elements, the world of plants, and the world of
animals. These five worlds are nothing but the manifestations of the five tendencies of
movement, or ki, between the yin and yang poles:■ world of vibrations (waves, rays): fire-type
energy■ world of pre-atoms (such as electrons, protons, neutrons): water-type energy■ world
of elements: soil-type energy■ world of plants: gas- or tree-type energy■ world of animals:
metal-type energyThese original manifestations can then be broken down into five more groups.
Even though, for example, animals are initially classified at being created through metal-type
energy, different species are further broken down to form five more groups, like mammals and
amphibians. Each of these groups can be further categorized. Mammals, for instance, can be
broken down into horses, and cows. Furthermore, each of these specific animals can be
grouped as well. Horses, for example, include Pintos, Clydesdales, and more. This classification
process can go on and on and everything is composed of these five types of ki. The following
short sections help clarify this phenomenon.Atmosphere as KiAtmospheric energy changes
throughout the course of a day. We can classify this energy as yang during the day and yin
during the night. But we can also recognize in a more detailed way five stages of energy change
in the atmosphere:■ tree-type energy: morning■ fire-type energy: noon■ soil-type energy:
afternoon■ metal-type energy: evening■ water-type energy: nightWe can also classify the
atmospheric energies during the seasons of the year into five stages:■ Spring (tree-type): the
energy is going up■ Summer (fire-type): the energy is moving very actively■ Indian summer
(soil-type): the energy is starting to go down and feel stabilized■ Fall (metal-type): the energy is
going downwards■ Winter (water-type): the energy is more floatingAnimals as KiWe describe
animals as being created and generated by a metal-type ki. We can, however, further subdivide
them according to their origin during evolution:■ tree-type energy: amphibians■ fire-type
energy: reptiles and birds■ soil-type energy: mammals■ metal-type energy: human beings■
water-type energy: water animalsWater Animals as KiWe characterized water animals as having
been more generated by water-type energy. However, according to their development, living
area, and behavior, we can further recognize several types of water animals:■ tree-type energy:
coastal fish (halibut or cod)■ fire-type energy: active ocean fish (squid, octopus, and eel)■ soil-
type energy: fresh water fish (trout or perch)■ metal-type energy: compact ocean fish (sardine



or smelt)■ water-type energy: shellfish (mussel, clam, oyster, and lobster)Plants as KiAll plants
can be understood as being created and charged by tree-type energy. We can further subdivide
plants according to their origin during the evolution of species:■ tree-type energy: earliest land
plants (land mosses or mushrooms)■ fire-type energy: ancient plants (ferns or asparagus)■
soil-type energy: modern plants (squash, melons, seeds, and nuts)■ metal-type energy: cereal
grains (rice, millet, or barley)■ water-type energy: plants originated in the sea (sea moss, or sea
vegetables)Vegetables as KiThe energy of the various seasons creates various types of plants.
Among the vegetables, we can distinguish five types:■ tree-type vegetables: an upward
growing tendency (leeks, scallions, and chives)■ fire-type vegetables: leaves grow in a large
expanding way (collard greens)■ soil-type vegetables: energy starts to gather, vegetables
become more round (pumpkins, onions, and cabbages)■ metal-type vegetables: a more
contracting tendency (carrot-tops and watercress)■ water-type vegetables: root vegetables
(carrots and burdock)Grains and Beans as KiAlthough beans and grains are generally formed
under the influence of metal-type or water-type energy (they are the most contracted stage of
the plants), we can further classify grains and beans into five categories, according to the
season in which they grow and are harvested:■ tree-type (spring): wheat, oats, and rye■ fire-
type (summer): corn■ soil-type (Indian summer): millet■ metal-type (fall): rice■ water-type
(winter): buckwheat, as well as beansIt would equally be possible to classify all beans into five
different categories. The same could be done with the various types of cabbages, squashes,
and so on.We hope that by these examples you can understand that it is useless to characterize
a certain food as exclusively one particular type of energy, such as saying that “corn is fire-
energy” and should only be eaten in summer. Corn can also be classified as a plant and
therefore as tree-energy and would be suitable, when available or in dried form, in spring. And
overall, grains, as noted above, are classified as metal-energy plants, and hence corn also has
metal energy and is appropriate in autumn, when it is customarily harvested. It is important to
keep this more open, flexible approach in mind when selecting and preparing food rather than a
rigid, fixed, conceptual understanding.The macrobiotic diet is rooted in the classifications of ki
because it allows for a balance of energy. Based on the ki-type of food we eat, equilibrium can
be maintained. However, when we become imbalanced and show different symptoms of illness,
it is important to identify the problem and know what kinds of food will help us become healthy
again. To do this, we must first understand the human body.THE HUMAN BODYThe human
body, like anything else, can be classified into different forms of ki. Our organs are sorted into yin
and yang and paired based on ki-type and function. Our bodies have seven energy centers, or
chakras. We need to supply all different kinds of energy to maintain them.In macrobiotics, it is
important to balance the ki in our bodies, maintain a state of equilibrium between our organs,
and supply our bodies with a balanced diet of varying energies or we will become sick.Body as
KiWhen we consider a human being as a manifestation of ki, we can distinguish several
categories or stages of ki making up this being, such as:■ Kek-Ki—Kek stands for Ketsu or
“blood”■ Shio-Ke—“Salt-ki” or “ki of minerals”■ Mizu-Ke—“Water-ki” or “ki of liquids”■ Ku-Ki



—“Ki of air” or “ki of gas”■ Den-Ki—“Ki of thunder” or “electricity which is constantly running in
our bodies”■ Ji-Ki—“Gathering force,” “attracting power,” or “magnetism”■ Rei-Ki—“Ki of spirit,”
or “the invisible force of soul”All of these stages of ki came out from Shin Ki, or what we can call
God-ki. Out of Shin Ki (the source), Rei Ki (yin and yang) is born. As you know, yin and yang are
two opposing forces that balance each other, and yin is the expanding force while yang is the
contracting force. Between yin and yang, Ji Ki (magnetism) arises. The next vibration, in the form
of electricity (Den Ki), is produced. Then atmosphere (Ku Ki), water (Mizu Ki), and minerals
(Shio Ki) are formed. We take all these in the form of food and transform them into Kek-ki, ki of
blood, which nourishes our body and is our most fundamental ki.Organs as KiKi flow creates
and charges our organs. When we use the simple yin-yang way of classifying ki into two types,
we can see that there are yin organs and yang organs. Yin organs are formed by inward flowing
ki, called “solid” organs, and include the liver, heart, spleen, pancreas, lungs, and kidney. These
organs are filled with blood and are essential to life. Yang organs are formed by outward flowing
ki, called “hollow” organs, and include the small intestines, gallbladder, stomach, large intestine,
and bladder. They predominantly deal with getting energy from the food we eat and getting rid of
waste.Using the classification of ki into five stages, we can recognize five different organs
among the solid organs and five different organs among the hollow organs.■ Kidney and
bladder are created and charged by water-like energy.■ Liver and gallbladder are created and
charged by gas-like or tree-like energy.■ Heart and small intestine are created and charged by
plasma-like or fire-like energy.■ Spleen/pancreas and stomach are created and charged by soil-
like or earth-like energy.■ Lungs and large intestine are created and charged by metal-like
energy.Each yin organ is paired with a yang organ based on function and ki-type, as discussed
above. The kidney and bladder function as purifiers, the liver and gallbladder work to distribute
energy, the heart and small intestine are paired for their functions in blood quality, the spleen and
stomach serve as storage, and the lung and large intestine work for the immune function. These
organ-pairs will be more active at the time of day or season of the year that correspond to their
energy-type. For example, the spring season and the morning will activate the liver and
gallbladder more than any other time. Figure 1.1 on page 15 helps to show these different
classifications more clearly.Figure 1.1. Five Stages of Energy TransmutationsHitoThe Japanese
language has an interesting word for “human being.” The term is hito. Phonetically the word hito
is made up of the syllables hi meaning “sun,” or “fire,” and to meaning “spirit,” or “ghost.” In other
words, their name for “human being” originally means “fire ghost.” “Ghost” refers to the fact that
they considered the human body as nothing but a very dense mass of energy. “Fire” points to the
fact that this mass of energy has the characteristic of continuously creating a temperature that is
different from its surroundings. As such, human beings are considered to belong to the warm-
blooded animals.The study of the origin, structure, and function of this “fire mass” has been the
subject of all Asian physiological studies. This fire is actually created by millions of small
furnaces, or fires that in modern terminology are called individual cells. But within this large fire,
seven main central heating furnaces have been traditionally recognized. They are called



chakras.It is very important and useful to realize that we are a “fire mass,” because this mass of
fire can only continue to exist if fuel is added from time to time. This fuel we call food and drink.
Intake of air is furthermore an indispensable and regulating factor in the burning of this fire.
Discovering the ideal fuel for this fire, how to supply it, and when to supply it, has been a primary
study of the macrobiotic view of life. Actually, the necessity to determine this fuel has existed
ever since mankind appeared on earth. Our ancient ancestors had to decide what fuel to use for
their subsistence. To make this choice, they had to consider the following factors:■ They could
choose a quick-burning or a slow-burning fuel (for example, disaccharides or polysaccharides).
The quick-burning fuel usually creates a stronger temperature for a short period. The slow-
burning fuel, however, is superior because one does not need to eat very frequently when
consuming a slow-burning fuel.■ They could choose a fuel that needs to be supplied in large
amounts or only in small amounts to create a certain amount of heat. Since food was not
cultivated in abundant amounts, they chose foods that are sufficient in small amounts. For this
reason, meat was not selected as their main source of sustenance.■ They could choose to
produce fuel that can be stored easily, or which decays rapidly. Since there were no refrigerators,
or chemical preservatives, they chose as their main foods products which could be stored for
long periods and that tend to decay slowly.■ They could choose between fuel, that creates
fumes while burning and leaves residues after being burned, or fuel which burns cleanly and
completely and does not produce heavy fumes or residues. When we burn oils, heavy fumes are
created, and when we use oils as the main fuel for our subsistence we experience these fumes
as clouded perceptions, unclear thinking, unpleasant feelings, and so on.■ They needed to
choose a fuel that was wholesome. Our fire is created by the activity of seven central “furnaces”
or chakras. Each chakra creates a different type of heat and actually needs a different fuel. In
order to supply fuel to all seven chakras, we should select fuel of a wholesome quality. If we use
partial or refined foods, we will only feed some of our chakras.If we consider all these factors, it
is obvious that sugar is not a good fuel; it burns quickly and it is not wholesome. Meat is equally
unsuitable because it must be supplied in larger quantities, it decays easily unless it is
processed, and it is not wholesome.Wholesome foods that can be easily stored, burn slowly, are
sufficient in small amounts, burn without leaving much residue, and are the staple foods of the
macrobiotic way of eating. Those foods are whole grains, whole vegetables, whole beans, and
whole sea vegetables. This was also the diet of the majority of all traditional populations
throughout world history. Only recently has this basic pattern been abandoned.If we consider the
present ways of eating according to the guidelines listed above, it becomes clear that current
dietary trends are mistaken and dangerous. Some foods cause our body fire to burn violently or
even explosively and can manifest itself as anger, shouting, rashes, and so on. Other foods
cause our fire to burn very unequally: sometimes strong, sometimes soft. Food can cause heavy
fumes that coat and obstruct our lungs, respiratory passageways, and skin, for example, and
also cause unclear perceptions, emotions, and thinking. Often they leave residues that
crystallize in our excretory organs (for example kidney stones). Also, an over-abundant supply of



liquids can be responsible for weakening or even extinguishing our fire. Too much fruit, juice,
fresh salad, and other raw, uncooked foods also cool us down and can put out our inner
fire.Even if we consume good fuel, we must consider when, how, and how much of it to supply. If
we pour too much fuel at once on a fire, it may suffocate, or start to form fumes. We can however
revive the fire by supplying enough oxygen in a correct way.If we continued to think along these
lines, a large part of human pathology could be easily understood, corrected, or prevented.
Using Asian thought we can see that the ideas of macrobiotics are not very complicated and
supported by fundamental reasoning.FOOD AND ASIAN MEDICINEWhen considering a food
item as a possible medication, traditional Asian doctors always considered the whole of the item.
Two foods may be chemically identical, but if, for example, their shape is different, then when
consumed they will influence us differently. Instead of trying to grasp the whole by studying its
parts as modern doctors do, the Asian healer saw this as a manifestation of movement, or of
energy, or ki.Asian doctors tried to determine what kind of ki a food item is made up of, and what
kind of ki-energy is created in our body when we consume it. They tried to understand
symptoms and sicknesses as ki-patterns, and they tried to figure out how and by what means
these ki-patterns can be influenced. It was from this viewpoint that not only treatment by food,
but also treatments such as shiatsu, moxibustion, palm healing, acupuncture, and herbal
medicine were developed.It is through a balance of our yin and yang ki and an understanding of
food classification that we can maintain health.The Importance of Balance Involving Yin Ki and
Yang KiMaintaining a balance between our yin ki and yang ki is essential to overall well-being.
The intensity of the yin ki we receive, as well as the quality of the yin ki being attracted, is mostly
dependent on our yang ki. For example, if we do not move our body (which is yang), our yang ki
will lose its yang properties and it will no longer provide intense attraction for yin ki. Similarly, if
we constantly overeat, our yang ki becomes stagnant, and we will not be charged actively by yin
ki. The quality of our blood may be good, but if we overeat and if we are not active, the charge of
our organs will be minimal.On the other hand, if we eat very yang foods in small amounts, the
charge of yin ki may become overabundant and gradually a person may start to act wild. Also, if
our intake of yang ki is not orderly and harmonious, the various qualities of yin ki will be attracted
in a disharmonious way. This will create an imbalance and cause a person to become unhealthy.
Asian methods of diet and eating, and macrobiotics help create a way of keeping this
balance.One of the main shortcomings of modern Asian medicine is that its practitioners try to
influence the body primarily by influencing the yin ki, by intensifying its charge, or by releasing
overcharged and stagnated organs. Unless an acupuncturist understands ki very well and also
understands food as ki, his/her treatments will not create the best possible results, and similar or
other troubles will soon arise again. As a symptomatic remedy, adjustments in the yin ki can
work in the short term, but for a fundamental, long-term healing, the yang ki must be normalized.
Only by a thorough understanding of the different classifications of ki can the yin and yang be
normalized correctly.Classification of Foods as Medications in Traditional Asian
MedicineTraditionally, foods were classified in three different ways. First, foods or medications



were classified into five categories by their effect on our body temperature. If we feel hot or cold,
that indicates our ki flow has become either more or less active, such as:■ foods making us feel
hot: ginger, alcohol, curry■ foods making us feel warm: cinnamon, miso soup■ foods that do
not change our temperature, or which bring our temperature back to normal: kuzu, rice■ foods
making us feel cool: mint, mild use of salt.■ foods making us feel cold: excessive use of salt,
excessive use of sugar (sugar can make us feel warm in the beginning)The second way
traditional Asian doctors classified foods was by their taste. Tastes are manifestations of different
types of ki-energy. The criterion to classify tastes is the season in which each taste is
predominantly being produced. Please note that when we use the term sweet, we do not mean
the artificial sweetness of sugar, but the natural sweet taste within the food. Different types of ki-
energy are found in the following foods:■ sour taste (tree-type energy): greens of scallions or
leeks, vinegar, sauerkraut■ bitter taste (fire-type energy): burdock root, dandelion root, roasted
seeds, roasted sea vegetable powder, olives■ sweet taste (soil-type energy): pumpkin, rice,
corn, chestnut, sweet rice, dried fruits, rice syrup, barley malt■ spicy, pungent, hot taste (metal-
type energy): daikon, green of scallions or leeks, ginger, mustard■ salty taste (water-type
energy): miso, soy sauce■ Some food items have a mixed taste: umeboshi tastes sour-salty,
gomashio has a bitter-salty tasteThird, foods were classified according to the direction in which
they energize the body. According to yin and yang, four food characters were recognized as
such:■ ascending, upward character: fruit, leafy green vegetables■ active character: this
means going actively in all directions: sugar, alcohol■ sinking character: this means going from
out to in, from external to internal: round vegetables■ descending, downward character: meat,
root vegetables■ floating character: this means going outwards, going externally: water, beans,
seaweedIn reality, foods or food parts often have a combined effect: leaves and flowers give an
upward and floating effect, while roots usually have a downward and sinking effect.If we combine
those three classifications, we can distinguish 5 x 5 x 4, or 100 large categories of foods or
medicine.■ Cinnamon would be classified as warm-spicy-floating. (It warms up the body and its
taste is spicy.)■ Apricot seeds would be normal-bitter-sinking. (It has no effect on temperature
and has a bitter taste.)■ Kuzu root, acorn squash, and butternut squash would be normal-
sweet-sinking. (It stabilizes the body and its taste is sweet.)■ Daikon leaves, mustard greens
would be hot-spicy-upward. (It cools off the body and its taste is pungent.)■ Ginger would be
hot-pungent-downward. (It warms up the body and its taste is pungent.)In reality the situation is
not so simple or static, because of various factors. First, within the heating effect of foods several
degrees of heating can be distinguished, and several degrees of sweetness or sourness exist
within the sweetness or sourness of a medication. For example, apple vinegar, rice vinegar,
umeboshi vinegar, and sauerkraut all have a similar sour taste, but their effects are very different.
Similarly, barley malt, rice honey, maple syrup, honey, and sugarcane sugar all have a sweet
taste, but their effects are different. Honey has a floating and slightly upward tendency, barley
malt has a sinking and slightly upward effect, rice malt is more sinking, maple syrup is more
upward, and corn syrup is slowly upward.If we want to treat a baby’s fever with sweetened kuzu,



the baby’s condition will worsen if we add maple syrup, because fever is an actively outward and
upward going ki. If we add barley malt, it will not help. In this case, only rice syrup is a suitable
sweetener. By understanding the food classification and what effects the sweetener will have,
we can choose the right ingredient and help relieve the symptom.Also, the energy of each part of
a plant is different. For example, the green part and the white part of a scallion have different
effects.How we prepare the food product is important as well. For example, if we use ginger root
(downward, floating) its effect will be different if we use the root raw or dried (more sinking). And
if we use the dried root, it will be different if we boil it or roast it. And if we boil it, it makes a
difference whether we boil for a long or for a short time.Additionally, various foods can be
combined to create specific effects. For example, kuzu with umeboshi, soy sauce, and ginger, or
kuzu with barley malt, and so on. As a result, thousands of different varieties of medications can
be created. This is simultaneously the advantage and the disadvantage of Asian herbal
medicine. As long as the underlying principles were well understood by the herbal doctor, he
could create effective medications which did not create side effects. But fewer and fewer herbal
doctors seem to have been able to grasp these underlying principles.Symptoms as Ki
ManifestationsIt is possible to classify major symptoms in five different stages. When we
consider pain for example, we can distinguish:■ very sharp, excruciating or unbearable pain
(kidney stone attack)■ strong pain, but not so violent (toothache)■ moderate, up and down
going pain (inflamed hemorrhoids)■ very dull, deep inside pain (stiff neck)■ light discomfort (a
bruise)It is also possible to classify symptoms such as temperature, sweating, shivering, and so
on, in this way. This is however a rather static, not so immediately useful classification.More
dynamically speaking, according to the simple yin-yang classification, we can classify symptoms
into two categories.■ Yin symptoms are diversifying, going outward, such as high fever,
coughing, or sweating. They are called Jitsu-Sho, meaning symptoms that are full or active.■
Yang symptoms are condensing, going towards the inside, such as stagnations, hardenings, and
creation of mucus or stones. They are called Kyo-Sho meaning more inactive, inwards, sinking
symptoms.In more detail, we can recognize four types of symptoms: moving upwards, moving
downwards, moving inwards, and moving outwards. How this manifests practically, you will see
in the form of examples in Chapter 2.CONCLUSIONAs Hippocrates, the father of medicine,
taught, “Let food be thy medicine and thy medicine be food.” By understanding food as energy,
as well as nutrients, we can harmonize with nature and the changing seasons. We can make
more balanced and harmonious food selections and optimize our health and well-
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MD,EditorPrefaceOver the many years that I have been observing, diagnosing, and giving
counseling, I have had the opportunity to meet with thousands of people. During this time I have
employed various traditional arts of Asian healing, including acupuncture, moxibustion, herbal
medicine, palm healing, shiatsu massage, and prayers. These experiences have led me to the
understanding that natural medicine is a medicine of energy and vibration. This is sharply
different from conventional medicine which considers the human body as a material substance
and whose health approach is more symptomatic and materialistic.In macrobiotic healing, I have
applied and used various arts of diagnosis, which can be categorized as follows:Visual
Diagnosis: By observing features and characteristics of the face, body, skin, hands and feet,
nails, hair, and all the visible aspects of the human body, this diagnosis reveals any major
internal disorders in certain systems, functions, organs or glands.Pulse Diagnosis: By using six
pulses on both wrists in various ways, this diagnosis reveals any physical or psychological
details. The pulse diagnosis also includes pulses of other regions of the body, such as the neck,
feet, and other areas where a pulse can be distinctively detected.Meridian Diagnosis: By using
14 major meridians and other extraordinary meridians with the understanding of hardness or
softness, strength or weakness, and soon, and by using colors and skin spots along the
meridians in certain areas, this diagnosis reveals valuable information on the internal energy
flow, the organs’ functions, and other metabolic activity.Pressure Diagnosis: By applying
pressure and touching certain points along the meridians and certain areas throughout the body
—in more than a hundred places—this diagnosis reveals any stagnation of the streaming
energy, in the circulatory and nervous functions related to physical and psychological
conditions.Voice Diagnosis: By listening to voices and words, way of talking, laughing, shouting
or screaming, this diagnosis identifies the disorders of certain systems, organs or
glands.Behavioral Diagnosis: By observing the various behaviors, manners, motions or moving
patterns of a certain person, this diagnosis reveals any disorders in psychological and physical
functions, daily habits, way of eating, emotional and physical reactions to certain stimulations,
and so on.Psychological Diagnosis: By observing people’s expression, behavior, particular ways



of thinking, the structure of their speech and other expressions, including psychological
reactions to certain stimulations and circumstances, and the kinds of dreams they may have at
night, this diagnosis reveals the current psychological status, especially which parts of the brain
and the nervous system are actively stimulated or negatively under stimulated.Astrological
Diagnosis: By knowing the time and place of birth, the place of upbringing and living, together
with the understanding of current astrological and astronomical conditions, this diagnosis will
characterize the basic constitutional tendencies of the body and the mind, as well as the
potential destiny of the current and future life of the subject.Environmental Diagnosis: By
knowing what kind of atmospheric conditions, including the temperature, humidity, celestial
influences, tidal motions, seasonal conditions, as well as the social and natural environment in
which the person lives, including the condition of residence, occupation, and family relations,
this diagnosis clearly reveals the environmental cause of a person’s physical and psychological
disorders.Parental and Ancestral Diagnosis: By using visual diagnosis, focusing on revealing the
parental and ancestral influences, as well as knowing what kind of life-style the parents and
ancestors had, this diagnosis will reveal the hereditary tendencies of a person’s physical and
psychological functions, as well as predict his or her future.Aura and Vibrational Diagnosis: By
developing the art of seeing and detecting the aura and the vibrations emanating from a person,
this diagnosis leads to the understanding of a comprehensive physical and psychological
condition, as well as the current characteristics, and disorders, if any, of that person. The
intensity, color, heat, and frequency of the radiating aura and vibrations can be detected fairly
accurately without the use of any instrument, if the observer’s sensitivity is
developed.Consciousness and Thought Diagnosis: By seeing a person’s behavior and
expression, and also by sensitively observing the patterns of vibrations and waves emanating
from the head region, especially from certain parts of the head, it is possible to detect what type
of consciousness and thoughts a person is currently having.Spiritual Diagnosis: By seeing and
feeling the atmospheric vibrational condition—its brightness or darkness, its lightness or
heaviness—and by seeing if these vibrations and waves are more intense in some areas than in
others, it is possible to determine what kind of spiritual influences are affecting the person’s
physical and psychological condition, including memories, visions of the future, and spiritual
influences of the deceased who had a close relationship with that person.These methods of
diagnosis do not require any particular instruments, although certain instruments may be used in
some cases. It is more important that the observer keep his or her abilities of perception in the
best condition. This means having clean, sensitive, natural, and intuitive detecting abilities
which, needless to say, can be developed mainly through a correct dietary practice, in other
words: less animal proteins and fats, less simple sugars, less oily, greasy foods and refined
foods, and less spices and stimulants. Such a diet should consist of more whole grains, fresh
vegetables prepared in various ways, beans and bean products, occasional sea vegetables and
fruits, nuts and seeds, non-stimulant beverages, and if possible, less fatty animal foods, such as
white-meat fish and seafood. In other words: the macrobiotic way of eating.These diagnostic



methods are nothing but the perception of energies and vibrations in their large sense, rather
than in the physical or chemical realms. In comparison with modern conventional ways of
diagnosing, mainly dealing with material substances, as in the case of X-rays, blood analysis,
exploratory surgery and so forth, these methods of diagnosing are far less harmful and have no
side effects. They are superior to the current medical diagnosis because they reveal
comprehensively, various disorders at the same time. Whether we see human health as a
dynamic metabolism of energy and vibrations, or we see human life as static matter is the issue
future medicine will have to face.Through the alternatives such healing methods offers, we also
understand that the basic aim of a treatment is not materialistic, but that it is more a way of
adjusting the body’s energies and vibrations. Several major treatments in natural medicine are
as follows:Dietary Approaches: By eliminating certain foods or adjusting the daily eating pattern
towards a more macrobiotic way of eating, the whole body and psychological metabolism
become more balanced.Herbal Medicine: By using certain herbs, in certain combinations and
prepared in various cooking methods, herbal medicine can correct energetic imbalance in
physical and psychological disorders.Acupuncture and Moxibustion: Using the meridians and
major points along the meridians in general—supplying more energy or reducing the energy
through the application of needles or moxa or any other similar stimulations—will correct the
energy of the metabolism and bring it back towards a more balanced and harmonious
condition.Shiatsu Massage and Other Physical Therapies: Applying hands and fingers through
massaging, pressing, releasing, and smoothing various energetic metabolisms, as well as the
circulatory functions, will help recover the physical and mental metabolism from any stagnation
and/or depression.Chiropractic, Orthopedic Treatments: By adjusting and correcting the spinal
structure as well as the physical structure, including bones, muscles, joints, and tissues, these
treatments prompt the recovery of proper nervous functions, a better energy flow, and the
improvement of all other physical and psychological metabolic functions.Palm Healing and
Prayers: With or without touching with the hands, the energetic vibrations emanating from the
palms and the energetic vibrational force of consciousness can be applied to the body for
various weakened physical and psychological conditions. In the case of prayers, the presence of
the person concerned is not required.There are many other treatments belonging to natural
medicine, including yoga and other physical exercises, psychological and mind trainings,
electromagnetic applications, changes of colors, odors, sounds, music, images, as well as
various other nervous sensations.As a group, it is possible to call these techniques, treatments
of energy and vibration. In this category, even the dietary approaches and herbal medicine are
not aiming to supply certain chemical compounds, such as amino acids, vitamins, minerals, and
so forth, but rather their traditional aim has been to supply the proper kinds of energies and
vibrations needed to bring one’s own energies back in balance. For example, when we use the
root portion of a vegetable it gives a more descending energy to our metabolism, while the leafy
part of a plant gives a more ascending energy. When food and herbs are prepared with certain
salts they may be prepared in order to give a more contracting energy, while if they are prepared



with simple sugars they are directed to give a more expanding or relaxing energy.Accordingly,
natural medicine is the medicine which treats human life as energy and vibration and in this
meaning, natural medicine considers human beings not as material bodies but as spiritual
manifestations.When this fundamental concept, that humankind and human life are energy,
vibration or spirit, is established in the forthcoming understanding, the current symptomatic,
divisional medicine will inevitably change its course towards a more natural medicine. This
revolution in medicine will elevate humanity to a higher and respectable spiritual entity which
will, no doubt, contribute to the realization of one healthy spiritual planetary civilization. I hope
that this book is a small contribution in that direction.Michio KushiMassachusetts,
USAPrefaceOver the many years that I have been observing, diagnosing, and giving counseling,
I have had the opportunity to meet with thousands of people. During this time I have employed
various traditional arts of Asian healing, including acupuncture, moxibustion, herbal medicine,
palm healing, shiatsu massage, and prayers. These experiences have led me to the
understanding that natural medicine is a medicine of energy and vibration. This is sharply
different from conventional medicine which considers the human body as a material substance
and whose health approach is more symptomatic and materialistic.In macrobiotic healing, I have
applied and used various arts of diagnosis, which can be categorized as follows:Visual
Diagnosis: By observing features and characteristics of the face, body, skin, hands and feet,
nails, hair, and all the visible aspects of the human body, this diagnosis reveals any major
internal disorders in certain systems, functions, organs or glands.Pulse Diagnosis: By using six
pulses on both wrists in various ways, this diagnosis reveals any physical or psychological
details. The pulse diagnosis also includes pulses of other regions of the body, such as the neck,
feet, and other areas where a pulse can be distinctively detected.Meridian Diagnosis: By using
14 major meridians and other extraordinary meridians with the understanding of hardness or
softness, strength or weakness, and soon, and by using colors and skin spots along the
meridians in certain areas, this diagnosis reveals valuable information on the internal energy
flow, the organs’ functions, and other metabolic activity.Pressure Diagnosis: By applying
pressure and touching certain points along the meridians and certain areas throughout the body
—in more than a hundred places—this diagnosis reveals any stagnation of the streaming
energy, in the circulatory and nervous functions related to physical and psychological
conditions.Voice Diagnosis: By listening to voices and words, way of talking, laughing, shouting
or screaming, this diagnosis identifies the disorders of certain systems, organs or
glands.Behavioral Diagnosis: By observing the various behaviors, manners, motions or moving
patterns of a certain person, this diagnosis reveals any disorders in psychological and physical
functions, daily habits, way of eating, emotional and physical reactions to certain stimulations,
and so on.Psychological Diagnosis: By observing people’s expression, behavior, particular ways
of thinking, the structure of their speech and other expressions, including psychological
reactions to certain stimulations and circumstances, and the kinds of dreams they may have at
night, this diagnosis reveals the current psychological status, especially which parts of the brain



and the nervous system are actively stimulated or negatively under stimulated.Astrological
Diagnosis: By knowing the time and place of birth, the place of upbringing and living, together
with the understanding of current astrological and astronomical conditions, this diagnosis will
characterize the basic constitutional tendencies of the body and the mind, as well as the
potential destiny of the current and future life of the subject.Environmental Diagnosis: By
knowing what kind of atmospheric conditions, including the temperature, humidity, celestial
influences, tidal motions, seasonal conditions, as well as the social and natural environment in
which the person lives, including the condition of residence, occupation, and family relations,
this diagnosis clearly reveals the environmental cause of a person’s physical and psychological
disorders.Parental and Ancestral Diagnosis: By using visual diagnosis, focusing on revealing the
parental and ancestral influences, as well as knowing what kind of life-style the parents and
ancestors had, this diagnosis will reveal the hereditary tendencies of a person’s physical and
psychological functions, as well as predict his or her future.Aura and Vibrational Diagnosis: By
developing the art of seeing and detecting the aura and the vibrations emanating from a person,
this diagnosis leads to the understanding of a comprehensive physical and psychological
condition, as well as the current characteristics, and disorders, if any, of that person. The
intensity, color, heat, and frequency of the radiating aura and vibrations can be detected fairly
accurately without the use of any instrument, if the observer’s sensitivity is
developed.Consciousness and Thought Diagnosis: By seeing a person’s behavior and
expression, and also by sensitively observing the patterns of vibrations and waves emanating
from the head region, especially from certain parts of the head, it is possible to detect what type
of consciousness and thoughts a person is currently having.Spiritual Diagnosis: By seeing and
feeling the atmospheric vibrational condition—its brightness or darkness, its lightness or
heaviness—and by seeing if these vibrations and waves are more intense in some areas than in
others, it is possible to determine what kind of spiritual influences are affecting the person’s
physical and psychological condition, including memories, visions of the future, and spiritual
influences of the deceased who had a close relationship with that person.These methods of
diagnosis do not require any particular instruments, although certain instruments may be used in
some cases. It is more important that the observer keep his or her abilities of perception in the
best condition. This means having clean, sensitive, natural, and intuitive detecting abilities
which, needless to say, can be developed mainly through a correct dietary practice, in other
words: less animal proteins and fats, less simple sugars, less oily, greasy foods and refined
foods, and less spices and stimulants. Such a diet should consist of more whole grains, fresh
vegetables prepared in various ways, beans and bean products, occasional sea vegetables and
fruits, nuts and seeds, non-stimulant beverages, and if possible, less fatty animal foods, such as
white-meat fish and seafood. In other words: the macrobiotic way of eating.These diagnostic
methods are nothing but the perception of energies and vibrations in their large sense, rather
than in the physical or chemical realms. In comparison with modern conventional ways of
diagnosing, mainly dealing with material substances, as in the case of X-rays, blood analysis,



exploratory surgery and so forth, these methods of diagnosing are far less harmful and have no
side effects. They are superior to the current medical diagnosis because they reveal
comprehensively, various disorders at the same time. Whether we see human health as a
dynamic metabolism of energy and vibrations, or we see human life as static matter is the issue
future medicine will have to face.Through the alternatives such healing methods offers, we also
understand that the basic aim of a treatment is not materialistic, but that it is more a way of
adjusting the body’s energies and vibrations. Several major treatments in natural medicine are
as follows:Dietary Approaches: By eliminating certain foods or adjusting the daily eating pattern
towards a more macrobiotic way of eating, the whole body and psychological metabolism
become more balanced.Herbal Medicine: By using certain herbs, in certain combinations and
prepared in various cooking methods, herbal medicine can correct energetic imbalance in
physical and psychological disorders.Acupuncture and Moxibustion: Using the meridians and
major points along the meridians in general—supplying more energy or reducing the energy
through the application of needles or moxa or any other similar stimulations—will correct the
energy of the metabolism and bring it back towards a more balanced and harmonious
condition.Shiatsu Massage and Other Physical Therapies: Applying hands and fingers through
massaging, pressing, releasing, and smoothing various energetic metabolisms, as well as the
circulatory functions, will help recover the physical and mental metabolism from any stagnation
and/or depression.Chiropractic, Orthopedic Treatments: By adjusting and correcting the spinal
structure as well as the physical structure, including bones, muscles, joints, and tissues, these
treatments prompt the recovery of proper nervous functions, a better energy flow, and the
improvement of all other physical and psychological metabolic functions.Palm Healing and
Prayers: With or without touching with the hands, the energetic vibrations emanating from the
palms and the energetic vibrational force of consciousness can be applied to the body for
various weakened physical and psychological conditions. In the case of prayers, the presence of
the person concerned is not required.There are many other treatments belonging to natural
medicine, including yoga and other physical exercises, psychological and mind trainings,
electromagnetic applications, changes of colors, odors, sounds, music, images, as well as
various other nervous sensations.As a group, it is possible to call these techniques, treatments
of energy and vibration. In this category, even the dietary approaches and herbal medicine are
not aiming to supply certain chemical compounds, such as amino acids, vitamins, minerals, and
so forth, but rather their traditional aim has been to supply the proper kinds of energies and
vibrations needed to bring one’s own energies back in balance. For example, when we use the
root portion of a vegetable it gives a more descending energy to our metabolism, while the leafy
part of a plant gives a more ascending energy. When food and herbs are prepared with certain
salts they may be prepared in order to give a more contracting energy, while if they are prepared
with simple sugars they are directed to give a more expanding or relaxing energy.Accordingly,
natural medicine is the medicine which treats human life as energy and vibration and in this
meaning, natural medicine considers human beings not as material bodies but as spiritual



manifestations.When this fundamental concept, that humankind and human life are energy,
vibration or spirit, is established in the forthcoming understanding, the current symptomatic,
divisional medicine will inevitably change its course towards a more natural medicine. This
revolution in medicine will elevate humanity to a higher and respectable spiritual entity which
will, no doubt, contribute to the realization of one healthy spiritual planetary civilization. I hope
that this book is a small contribution in that direction.Michio KushiMassachusetts,
USAIntroductionMacrobiotics in its modern form was first spread throughout the world by the
activities of George Ohwasa (1893–1966). He devoted most of his life to this goal. His efforts
were a manifestation of his gratitude. He was grateful because after becoming acquainted with
this way of thinking at the age of eighteen, he overcame a number of severe health disorders in
several months, including a case of tuberculosis. He called this way of thinking and viewing life,
“the Unifying Principle,” and its application in daily life, “Macrobiotics.”Initially, Ohsawa focused
his studies on how the macrobiotic approach worked to combat common health issues. He was
very impressed with the effectiveness of the taro potato plaster in treating inflammations,
abscesses, and wounds. Next, he confirmed in daily practice the healing properties of ginger
compresses, daikon radish drinks, and lotus root. He also made use of acupuncture.During this
period he gradually discovered the fundamental influence of our dietary habits on the
development of our human capacity to behave; that is, to understand, rationalize, make
decisions, and act upon those decisions. He reasoned that the behavioral problems of
humankind are due to a distorted development based on an imbalanced diet. It seemed to him
that it was not only the general population who suffered from this condition, but specifically its
political, religious, and educational leaders. He devoted the rest of his life to spreading this
macrobiotic view and way of living with the hope of establishing a complete biological and
physiological rebirth of mankind, whose physical, mental, and spiritual health he saw as
gradually declining.He believed that the reestablishment of a sane capacity for judgment
through biological restoration was the only hope for humankind to create world peace. In the last
part of his life, Ohsawa changed his focus from healing to prevention. During this period he
became more and more interested in researching, experimenting, and teaching about the
influence of specific foods on health and disease. He wrote numerous books about his
findings.In this book, the macrobiotic methods and applications are presented in three sections.
Part I deals with foods as home remedies, providing an understanding of the use of food as an
energy force, and how to apply food energetics. This section also outlines the use of basic food
items, seasonings and condiments, and preparations for drinks to be used as home remedies
and their use in treating specific organs. It also describes the uses of traditional Asian herbal and
mineral medicine to restore health. Part II of the book provides various macrobiotic external
home remedies along with an explanation for preparation and application. Part III presents an A-
to-Z listing of health conditions, their symptoms, and their macrobiotic treatment.The
preparations and techniques described in this book are mainly examples of macrobiotic home
care or remedies, as Ohsawa rediscovered them in the beginning of the twentieth century. We



call them macrobiotic for several reasons:■ They are efficient.■ They are relatively
inexpensive; neither the individual nor the state will become bankrupt by their use.■ They do
not produce undesirable side effects, unless they are prepared or applied incorrectly or for the
wrong reason.■ Their production, preparation, and application do not harm our environment.■
They are easy to prepare and to apply. They do not demand a large medical or paramedical
staff.■ They bring medicine back within the reach of the family.■ They are based on yin-yang
or dynamic, complementary thinking.Although these methods of dealing with problems are often
more or less symptomatic, we have tried to describe them in enough detail to make them
accessible to everyone.■ Many of the described methods will only be effective if you have also
changed your way of eating. However some of these methods, such as a ginger compress, are
so powerful that anyone can be helped by them, although only temporarily. Experiencing the
effectiveness of a treatment which is radically different from conventional medicine can create a
turning point in your thinking.■ Applying these methods can strengthen all macrobiotic
students’ interest and trust in the macrobiotic way of healing. They make it seem more and more
obvious that an expensive and technically complicated medicine is unnecessary in most
cases.■ If you eat macrobiotically, you will not usually need such symptomatic treatments. Your
daily way of eating will ensure the smooth and gradual elimination of toxins and excesses.
However, it is not always possible to eat so well! Instead of waiting for the body to clean itself
gradually, we can speed up or sustain this process by applying one of the topical methods.■ It
is especially useful to apply these methods when you have just started to eat macrobiotically, as
the body’s eliminatory processes are more active at this time.■ Sometimes we really need
symptomatic treatments. Even when one eats macrobiotically, natural eliminatory processes can
be troublesome. • They can sometimes be very painful, such as the process of discharging
kidney stones. • They can sometimes be excessive and exhausting, such as a heavy diarrhea
arising after taking some harmful food. • They can sometimes be dangerous, such as a high
fever.In order to make these changes more tolerable, and to let them happen in a more
controlled way, the macrobiotic home remedies are important. This book only explains a portion
of the preparations and techniques that are used in macrobiotic home-care. There are a number
of other very helpful and often necessary ways of dealing macrobiotically with health problems,
which are not covered here. We do not, for example, talk about using shiatsu massage,
moxibustion, or palm healing in home care. Also, we do not talk in great detail about the
preventive use of the general macrobiotic way of eating. For this we refer you to other
macrobiotic publications which are listed in the reference section of this book.It is our hope that
the study and application of the methods presented in this book will contribute to the
development towards health, freedom, peace and happiness of all who read it and society as a
whole.IntroductionMacrobiotics in its modern form was first spread throughout the world by the
activities of George Ohwasa (1893–1966). He devoted most of his life to this goal. His efforts
were a manifestation of his gratitude. He was grateful because after becoming acquainted with
this way of thinking at the age of eighteen, he overcame a number of severe health disorders in



several months, including a case of tuberculosis. He called this way of thinking and viewing life,
“the Unifying Principle,” and its application in daily life, “Macrobiotics.”Initially, Ohsawa focused
his studies on how the macrobiotic approach worked to combat common health issues. He was
very impressed with the effectiveness of the taro potato plaster in treating inflammations,
abscesses, and wounds. Next, he confirmed in daily practice the healing properties of ginger
compresses, daikon radish drinks, and lotus root. He also made use of acupuncture.During this
period he gradually discovered the fundamental influence of our dietary habits on the
development of our human capacity to behave; that is, to understand, rationalize, make
decisions, and act upon those decisions. He reasoned that the behavioral problems of
humankind are due to a distorted development based on an imbalanced diet. It seemed to him
that it was not only the general population who suffered from this condition, but specifically its
political, religious, and educational leaders. He devoted the rest of his life to spreading this
macrobiotic view and way of living with the hope of establishing a complete biological and
physiological rebirth of mankind, whose physical, mental, and spiritual health he saw as
gradually declining.He believed that the reestablishment of a sane capacity for judgment
through biological restoration was the only hope for humankind to create world peace. In the last
part of his life, Ohsawa changed his focus from healing to prevention. During this period he
became more and more interested in researching, experimenting, and teaching about the
influence of specific foods on health and disease. He wrote numerous books about his
findings.In this book, the macrobiotic methods and applications are presented in three sections.
Part I deals with foods as home remedies, providing an understanding of the use of food as an
energy force, and how to apply food energetics. This section also outlines the use of basic food
items, seasonings and condiments, and preparations for drinks to be used as home remedies
and their use in treating specific organs. It also describes the uses of traditional Asian herbal and
mineral medicine to restore health. Part II of the book provides various macrobiotic external
home remedies along with an explanation for preparation and application. Part III presents an A-
to-Z listing of health conditions, their symptoms, and their macrobiotic treatment.The
preparations and techniques described in this book are mainly examples of macrobiotic home
care or remedies, as Ohsawa rediscovered them in the beginning of the twentieth century. We
call them macrobiotic for several reasons:■ They are efficient.■ They are relatively
inexpensive; neither the individual nor the state will become bankrupt by their use.■ They do
not produce undesirable side effects, unless they are prepared or applied incorrectly or for the
wrong reason.■ Their production, preparation, and application do not harm our environment.■
They are easy to prepare and to apply. They do not demand a large medical or paramedical
staff.■ They bring medicine back within the reach of the family.■ They are based on yin-yang
or dynamic, complementary thinking.Although these methods of dealing with problems are often
more or less symptomatic, we have tried to describe them in enough detail to make them
accessible to everyone.■ Many of the described methods will only be effective if you have also
changed your way of eating. However some of these methods, such as a ginger compress, are



so powerful that anyone can be helped by them, although only temporarily. Experiencing the
effectiveness of a treatment which is radically different from conventional medicine can create a
turning point in your thinking.■ Applying these methods can strengthen all macrobiotic
students’ interest and trust in the macrobiotic way of healing. They make it seem more and more
obvious that an expensive and technically complicated medicine is unnecessary in most
cases.■ If you eat macrobiotically, you will not usually need such symptomatic treatments. Your
daily way of eating will ensure the smooth and gradual elimination of toxins and excesses.
However, it is not always possible to eat so well! Instead of waiting for the body to clean itself
gradually, we can speed up or sustain this process by applying one of the topical methods.■ It
is especially useful to apply these methods when you have just started to eat macrobiotically, as
the body’s eliminatory processes are more active at this time.■ Sometimes we really need
symptomatic treatments. Even when one eats macrobiotically, natural eliminatory processes can
be troublesome. • They can sometimes be very painful, such as the process of discharging
kidney stones. • They can sometimes be excessive and exhausting, such as a heavy diarrhea
arising after taking some harmful food. • They can sometimes be dangerous, such as a high
fever.In order to make these changes more tolerable, and to let them happen in a more
controlled way, the macrobiotic home remedies are important. This book only explains a portion
of the preparations and techniques that are used in macrobiotic home-care. There are a number
of other very helpful and often necessary ways of dealing macrobiotically with health problems,
which are not covered here. We do not, for example, talk about using shiatsu massage,
moxibustion, or palm healing in home care. Also, we do not talk in great detail about the
preventive use of the general macrobiotic way of eating. For this we refer you to other
macrobiotic publications which are listed in the reference section of this book.It is our hope that
the study and application of the methods presented in this book will contribute to the
development towards health, freedom, peace and happiness of all who read it and society as a
whole.PART IMacrobiotic FoodasHome RemediesPART IMacrobiotic FoodasHome
RemediesPART IMacrobiotic FoodasHome RemediesCHAPTER 1Understanding Food as
EnergyAsian doctors have not always used herbs, acupuncture, homeopathic preparations, and
related techniques to deal with symptoms and sicknesses. Instead, they considered a person’s
daily diet to be the basic and necessary tool to approach any health problem, and certain foods
were thought to strengthen certain organs or systems, and to prevent or even relieve specific
diseases. To Asian doctors, the diet was the route to wellness.One hundred years ago, modern
Western dietary principles and medicines were introduced in the Far East. These newer
principles were not as wholesome as traditional Asian philosophies and were more analytical. In
modern medicine, for example, if a certain mushroom has been traditionally used to lower a
fever, the doctor will analyze this mushroom and identify an active chemical ingredient that the
doctor will then extract and produce in tablet form. Modern doctors look at the chemical content
and the ingredients that make up the product and create a medication in the hopes that this will
cure the patient. But in most cases this does not work, because they only look at a part of the



mushroom and do not realize the importance of the whole. Modern doctors do not realize that
every part of the mushroom goes into healing the person.While these pharmaceuticals may help
in the short term, they have been found to create side effects or even new sicknesses. The
medications that are produced focus on fixing one symptom and do not heal the whole body.
They relieve you of your immediate illness, but do nothing to heal what caused you to be sick in
the first place and therefore prevent further disease.Year after year new techniques and
medications are produced in the hopes of finding new and better treatments for a variety of
symptoms. This method of healing has become very expensive and seems impractical. This is
why after trying modern medicine and medications for a hundred years, many people in Japan,
China, Korea, and other countries have become disappointed with this approach. A reevaluation
of traditional Asian medication began and with it a new understanding of diet. It was in this way
that modern macrobiotics was created.To judge traditional medications correctly and use them
efficiently, we need to understand the view traditional doctors had about food and about matter
in general. Macrobiotics helps us recover this way of thinking and looking at life. You will first
examine the principles of yin and yang and the five transformations. Next you will learn about the
energy that comes from yin and yang, or ki. Finally you will examine how ki corresponds to your
body and the food you eat and what symptoms may arise from not eating a balanced diet.YIN
AND YANGTo understand how traditional Asian medicine uses foods for medicinal purposes, we
must outline the basic elements of the yin-yang view and of the Five Transformations Theory.
Often mistranslated as the “Five Elements Theory,” the Japanese wording of the “Five
Transmutations Theory” is Yin Yang Go Gyo and can be literally translated as “Yin Yang Five
Goings” (see pages 22 and 23). The theory describes five stages of transforming energy, or five
phases of energy change, and is a more detailed and more practical explanation and application
of the yin-yang view in understanding macrobiotics.In the theory, yin is the centrifugal,
expanding force in the universe, and yang is the contracting, centripetal tendency in the
universe. They are proportional and represent balance. When there is more of one, there is less
of the other and nothing is absolutely yin or yang.Yin and yang also represent movement and
life. Yin and yang interact with each other in specific ways: yin repels yin, yang repels yang, yin
attracts yang, yang attracts yin, and so on. Each is always interacting with the other and, at its
extreme, even changes into the other. When yin reaches its extreme, it changes into yang; when
yang reaches its extreme, it changes into yin. Within this cycle of yin changing into yang, and
yang changing into yin, we can recognize five stages. Each stage can also be broken down into
manifestations, which are explained in the following list. These manifestations, which can be
used to classify everything from the atmosphere to food, help form macrobiotic thought.1. The
beginning of expansion. This expansion has a horizontally expanding tendency. This can be
called a “water-type” energy.2. The expansion that is more active and has a rising tendency.
This can be called a “tree-type” or “gas-type” energy (usually this has been mistranslated in
acupuncture books as “wood”).3. Expansion going very actively in all directions. This tendency
can be called “fire-type” or “plasma-type” energy.4. The beginning of a contracting tendency in



the form of solidification, condensation. This can be called an “earth-type,” or “soil-type”
energy.5. A contracting tendency reaching its most condensed state. This can be called a
“metal-type” energy. If contraction continues, expansion will start to arise in the form of a
liquidification, and we are back at stage one. This can be seen, for example, when metal starts
to melt by applying heat, which is yang.Yin and yang form ki. The concept of ki, which is
discussed in the next section, is very important to macrobiotics and helps classify food and
explain imbalances between yin and yang.KIYin and yang are constantly changing and
interacting with each other, and the energy and force generated between them forms ki, see
inset page 9. A good understanding of the term ki is of enormous importance. Pronounced ki in
Japanese; in Chinese, the term is chi; and in Korean, gee. The Japanese ideogram for the word
ki is and can literally be interpreted as “the energy of rice”. We have not yet discovered an
English word that is a perfect translation for ki. A close Western translation could be
“electromagnetic charge,” or “vibration.” In effect, though, ki is the activity, the movement, the
energy, the vibration generated between yin and yang poles and provides us with the energy of
life.THE MANY MEANINGS OF KIExamples from the Japanese language show just how
integrated the concept of ki is in daily life, and help to give you a better understanding of the
term. The following provides Japanese phrases using the word ki and their meanings.Aikido. Ai
means “meeting,” “harmonizing.” Do means “Tao.” Aikido is “the way of harmonizing ki.”
Translated to mean a Japanese martial art.Byo Ki. Literally means “ki is suffering,” “ki is out of
order,” or “ki is sick.” Notice that they do not say “the body is sick.” Translated as sickness or
disease.Den Ki. Literally means “ki of thunder.” Translated as electricity.Do Ki O Hassu. Literally
means “ki of anger bursts out.” Translated to mean to become angry.In Ki. Literally means “yin ki.”
Translated to mean a person who is serious, pessimistic, and dark.Ji Ki. Literally means “ki of
magnet.” Ji (magnet) literally means “attracting stone.” Translated to mean magnetism.Jo Ki
Suru. Literally means “ki ascends,” or “ki goes up high.” Translated as rising energy.Ka Ki Gen
Kin. Literally means “ki of fire strictly prohibited.” Fire is not thought of as fire in the literal,
physical sense, but as “ki of fire.” Translated to mean no fire.Ki O Tsukau. Literally means“use ki.”
Translated to mean pay attention or deliberate.Ki Ga Chiisai. Literally means “ki is small.”
Translated to mean coward.Ki Ga Hareru. Literally means “ki clears up,” or “ki becomes fine.”
Translated to mean I feel wonderful.Ki Ga Kawaru. Literally means “ki changed.” Translated to
mean changed one’s mind.Ki Ga Ki Ku. Literally means “ki works sharply,” or “ki works profitably.”
Translated to mean a person who works quickly, diligently, and accurately.Ki Ga Kusaru. Literally
means “ki is rotten,” “ki is decayed.” Translated to mean a person who is complaining, fed up, or
negative.Ki Ga Noru. Literally means “ki is riding.” Translated to mean actively wanting to do.Ki
Ga Shizumu. Literally means “ki sinks down,” “ki down.” Translated to mean depressed.Ki Ga
Tsuku. Literally means “ki attached,” “ki focused.” The Japanese military expression for
“Attention!” is “KiOTsuke!”, which literally means “Attach ki!” Translated to mean notice.Ki Hin.
Literally means “ki is good for three factors.” These three factors, represented by three openings,
are eating, breathing and talking. Translated to mean nobleness, dignity, refinement, grace.Ki



Kai. Literally means “ocean of ki” and refers to the hara or intestinal energy center. Translated as
reservoir of energy.Ki Nilru. Literally means “ki enters.” Translated to mean fond of, like.Ki O
Kubaru. Literally means “distribute ki.” Translated to mean think over, consider.Ki O Tobasu.
Literally means “ki flies away.” Translated to mean frightened.Ki O Ushinau. Literally means “ki is
lost.” Translated to mean faint.Ki Sho. Literally means “character of ki.” Translated to mean
personality.Ki ShoGaTsuyoi. Literally means “character is strong.” Means a person’s personality
is very domineering, stubborn, or, insistent. Translated to mean very strong personality.Ki Sho
GaYowai. Literally means “character is weak.” Translated to mean weak personality.Ku Ki.
Literally means “ki of sky” or “ki of void.” Translated to mean air.Kui Ke. Literally means “ki of
eating.” Translated to mean appetite.Kyo Ki. Literally means “wrong ki,” “disorderly ki.” They do
not say the brain or mind is out of order. Translated to mean crazy, mentally ill.Mizu Ke. Literally
means “ki of water.” If a person’s palms are always wet, a Japanese person might say “his mizu-
ke is plenty.” Translated to mean humidity.Shio Ke. Literally means “ki of salt.” When soup tastes
too salty, a Japanese person will say “ki of salt is strong” instead of “there is too much salt.”Sho
Ki. Literally means “right ki.” Translated to mean of sound mind.Ten Ki. Literally means “ki of
heaven.” Translated to mean weather.Uwa Ki. Literally means “floating ki.” Translated to mean a
person who lives without care or responsibility.Yo Ki. Literally means “yang ki.” Translated to
mean a person who is happy, joyful, and active.Yu Ki. Literally means “active ki.” Translated to
mean courage.Origins of KiFor thousands of years, the concept of ki has been used by ordinary
people in Asian countries. Actually the whole Asian view of life has been based on seeing all of
life as ki and everything as energy, waves, and vibrations.Types of KiKi can be categorized in
several ways. First there is basic yin ki and yang ki, or inward and outward flowing energy. We
can then go further and classify ki based on the five stages of yin and yang (see pages 22 and
23). These include water-types, tree-types, fire-types, earth-types, and metal-types of ki, and
can be seen to be manifested in every part of our universe.Yin Ki and Yang KiWhen we use the
yin-yang way of seeing, we can recognize that there are two basic types of ki and we can say
that our bodies receive ki from two directions.The first type is an inward gathering ki, manifesting
more the yin tendency. This ki comes directly from the outside world. It comes from heaven and
from the earth in the form of cosmic rays, sun rays, moon rays, humidity, temperature, sound
waves, people’s vibration, and so on. This kind of ki is a very expanded ki (yin ki).The second
type is the outward flowing ki, manifesting more the yang tendency. This ki comes from inside
our body, in the form of liquid and solid foods. These foods are transformed into blood, and this
blood is then distributed outwards. This kind of ki is very dense and compacted (yang ki).The
interaction of both these types of ki creates our body and enables it to function. Yang ki forms,
materializes, and feeds our organs and tissues. Yin ki activates and charges those
organs.Manifestations of KiWithin infinity (the world of infinite expansion, or yin) polarization (the
world of centrifugality and centripetality, or yang) arises continuously and within the two are the
invisible, hidden, imperceptible principles underlying all creation. They do not exist as ki
manifestations; they are the origin of ki.Between the yin and yang poles, movement arises which



finally manifests as five clearly distinguishable domains of the whole creation: the world of
vibrations, the world of pre-atoms, the world of elements, the world of plants, and the world of
animals. These five worlds are nothing but the manifestations of the five tendencies of
movement, or ki, between the yin and yang poles:■ world of vibrations (waves, rays): fire-type
energy■ world of pre-atoms (such as electrons, protons, neutrons): water-type energy■ world
of elements: soil-type energy■ world of plants: gas- or tree-type energy■ world of animals:
metal-type energyThese original manifestations can then be broken down into five more groups.
Even though, for example, animals are initially classified at being created through metal-type
energy, different species are further broken down to form five more groups, like mammals and
amphibians. Each of these groups can be further categorized. Mammals, for instance, can be
broken down into horses, and cows. Furthermore, each of these specific animals can be
grouped as well. Horses, for example, include Pintos, Clydesdales, and more. This classification
process can go on and on and everything is composed of these five types of ki. The following
short sections help clarify this phenomenon.Atmosphere as KiAtmospheric energy changes
throughout the course of a day. We can classify this energy as yang during the day and yin
during the night. But we can also recognize in a more detailed way five stages of energy change
in the atmosphere:■ tree-type energy: morning■ fire-type energy: noon■ soil-type energy:
afternoon■ metal-type energy: evening■ water-type energy: nightWe can also classify the
atmospheric energies during the seasons of the year into five stages:■ Spring (tree-type): the
energy is going up■ Summer (fire-type): the energy is moving very actively■ Indian summer
(soil-type): the energy is starting to go down and feel stabilized■ Fall (metal-type): the energy is
going downwards■ Winter (water-type): the energy is more floatingAnimals as KiWe describe
animals as being created and generated by a metal-type ki. We can, however, further subdivide
them according to their origin during evolution:■ tree-type energy: amphibians■ fire-type
energy: reptiles and birds■ soil-type energy: mammals■ metal-type energy: human beings■
water-type energy: water animalsWater Animals as KiWe characterized water animals as having
been more generated by water-type energy. However, according to their development, living
area, and behavior, we can further recognize several types of water animals:■ tree-type energy:
coastal fish (halibut or cod)■ fire-type energy: active ocean fish (squid, octopus, and eel)■ soil-
type energy: fresh water fish (trout or perch)■ metal-type energy: compact ocean fish (sardine
or smelt)■ water-type energy: shellfish (mussel, clam, oyster, and lobster)Plants as KiAll plants
can be understood as being created and charged by tree-type energy. We can further subdivide
plants according to their origin during the evolution of species:■ tree-type energy: earliest land
plants (land mosses or mushrooms)■ fire-type energy: ancient plants (ferns or asparagus)■
soil-type energy: modern plants (squash, melons, seeds, and nuts)■ metal-type energy: cereal
grains (rice, millet, or barley)■ water-type energy: plants originated in the sea (sea moss, or sea
vegetables)Vegetables as KiThe energy of the various seasons creates various types of plants.
Among the vegetables, we can distinguish five types:■ tree-type vegetables: an upward
growing tendency (leeks, scallions, and chives)■ fire-type vegetables: leaves grow in a large



expanding way (collard greens)■ soil-type vegetables: energy starts to gather, vegetables
become more round (pumpkins, onions, and cabbages)■ metal-type vegetables: a more
contracting tendency (carrot-tops and watercress)■ water-type vegetables: root vegetables
(carrots and burdock)Grains and Beans as KiAlthough beans and grains are generally formed
under the influence of metal-type or water-type energy (they are the most contracted stage of
the plants), we can further classify grains and beans into five categories, according to the
season in which they grow and are harvested:■ tree-type (spring): wheat, oats, and rye■ fire-
type (summer): corn■ soil-type (Indian summer): millet■ metal-type (fall): rice■ water-type
(winter): buckwheat, as well as beansIt would equally be possible to classify all beans into five
different categories. The same could be done with the various types of cabbages, squashes,
and so on.We hope that by these examples you can understand that it is useless to characterize
a certain food as exclusively one particular type of energy, such as saying that “corn is fire-
energy” and should only be eaten in summer. Corn can also be classified as a plant and
therefore as tree-energy and would be suitable, when available or in dried form, in spring. And
overall, grains, as noted above, are classified as metal-energy plants, and hence corn also has
metal energy and is appropriate in autumn, when it is customarily harvested. It is important to
keep this more open, flexible approach in mind when selecting and preparing food rather than a
rigid, fixed, conceptual understanding.The macrobiotic diet is rooted in the classifications of ki
because it allows for a balance of energy. Based on the ki-type of food we eat, equilibrium can
be maintained. However, when we become imbalanced and show different symptoms of illness,
it is important to identify the problem and know what kinds of food will help us become healthy
again. To do this, we must first understand the human body.THE HUMAN BODYThe human
body, like anything else, can be classified into different forms of ki. Our organs are sorted into yin
and yang and paired based on ki-type and function. Our bodies have seven energy centers, or
chakras. We need to supply all different kinds of energy to maintain them.In macrobiotics, it is
important to balance the ki in our bodies, maintain a state of equilibrium between our organs,
and supply our bodies with a balanced diet of varying energies or we will become sick.Body as
KiWhen we consider a human being as a manifestation of ki, we can distinguish several
categories or stages of ki making up this being, such as:■ Kek-Ki—Kek stands for Ketsu or
“blood”■ Shio-Ke—“Salt-ki” or “ki of minerals”■ Mizu-Ke—“Water-ki” or “ki of liquids”■ Ku-Ki
—“Ki of air” or “ki of gas”■ Den-Ki—“Ki of thunder” or “electricity which is constantly running in
our bodies”■ Ji-Ki—“Gathering force,” “attracting power,” or “magnetism”■ Rei-Ki—“Ki of spirit,”
or “the invisible force of soul”All of these stages of ki came out from Shin Ki, or what we can call
God-ki. Out of Shin Ki (the source), Rei Ki (yin and yang) is born. As you know, yin and yang are
two opposing forces that balance each other, and yin is the expanding force while yang is the
contracting force. Between yin and yang, Ji Ki (magnetism) arises. The next vibration, in the form
of electricity (Den Ki), is produced. Then atmosphere (Ku Ki), water (Mizu Ki), and minerals
(Shio Ki) are formed. We take all these in the form of food and transform them into Kek-ki, ki of
blood, which nourishes our body and is our most fundamental ki.Organs as KiKi flow creates



and charges our organs. When we use the simple yin-yang way of classifying ki into two types,
we can see that there are yin organs and yang organs. Yin organs are formed by inward flowing
ki, called “solid” organs, and include the liver, heart, spleen, pancreas, lungs, and kidney. These
organs are filled with blood and are essential to life. Yang organs are formed by outward flowing
ki, called “hollow” organs, and include the small intestines, gallbladder, stomach, large intestine,
and bladder. They predominantly deal with getting energy from the food we eat and getting rid of
waste.Using the classification of ki into five stages, we can recognize five different organs
among the solid organs and five different organs among the hollow organs.■ Kidney and
bladder are created and charged by water-like energy.■ Liver and gallbladder are created and
charged by gas-like or tree-like energy.■ Heart and small intestine are created and charged by
plasma-like or fire-like energy.■ Spleen/pancreas and stomach are created and charged by soil-
like or earth-like energy.■ Lungs and large intestine are created and charged by metal-like
energy.Each yin organ is paired with a yang organ based on function and ki-type, as discussed
above. The kidney and bladder function as purifiers, the liver and gallbladder work to distribute
energy, the heart and small intestine are paired for their functions in blood quality, the spleen and
stomach serve as storage, and the lung and large intestine work for the immune function. These
organ-pairs will be more active at the time of day or season of the year that correspond to their
energy-type. For example, the spring season and the morning will activate the liver and
gallbladder more than any other time. Figure 1.1 on page 15 helps to show these different
classifications more clearly.Figure 1.1. Five Stages of Energy TransmutationsHitoThe Japanese
language has an interesting word for “human being.” The term is hito. Phonetically the word hito
is made up of the syllables hi meaning “sun,” or “fire,” and to meaning “spirit,” or “ghost.” In other
words, their name for “human being” originally means “fire ghost.” “Ghost” refers to the fact that
they considered the human body as nothing but a very dense mass of energy. “Fire” points to the
fact that this mass of energy has the characteristic of continuously creating a temperature that is
different from its surroundings. As such, human beings are considered to belong to the warm-
blooded animals.The study of the origin, structure, and function of this “fire mass” has been the
subject of all Asian physiological studies. This fire is actually created by millions of small
furnaces, or fires that in modern terminology are called individual cells. But within this large fire,
seven main central heating furnaces have been traditionally recognized. They are called
chakras.It is very important and useful to realize that we are a “fire mass,” because this mass of
fire can only continue to exist if fuel is added from time to time. This fuel we call food and drink.
Intake of air is furthermore an indispensable and regulating factor in the burning of this fire.
Discovering the ideal fuel for this fire, how to supply it, and when to supply it, has been a primary
study of the macrobiotic view of life. Actually, the necessity to determine this fuel has existed
ever since mankind appeared on earth. Our ancient ancestors had to decide what fuel to use for
their subsistence. To make this choice, they had to consider the following factors:■ They could
choose a quick-burning or a slow-burning fuel (for example, disaccharides or polysaccharides).
The quick-burning fuel usually creates a stronger temperature for a short period. The slow-



burning fuel, however, is superior because one does not need to eat very frequently when
consuming a slow-burning fuel.■ They could choose a fuel that needs to be supplied in large
amounts or only in small amounts to create a certain amount of heat. Since food was not
cultivated in abundant amounts, they chose foods that are sufficient in small amounts. For this
reason, meat was not selected as their main source of sustenance.■ They could choose to
produce fuel that can be stored easily, or which decays rapidly. Since there were no refrigerators,
or chemical preservatives, they chose as their main foods products which could be stored for
long periods and that tend to decay slowly.■ They could choose between fuel, that creates
fumes while burning and leaves residues after being burned, or fuel which burns cleanly and
completely and does not produce heavy fumes or residues. When we burn oils, heavy fumes are
created, and when we use oils as the main fuel for our subsistence we experience these fumes
as clouded perceptions, unclear thinking, unpleasant feelings, and so on.■ They needed to
choose a fuel that was wholesome. Our fire is created by the activity of seven central “furnaces”
or chakras. Each chakra creates a different type of heat and actually needs a different fuel. In
order to supply fuel to all seven chakras, we should select fuel of a wholesome quality. If we use
partial or refined foods, we will only feed some of our chakras.If we consider all these factors, it
is obvious that sugar is not a good fuel; it burns quickly and it is not wholesome. Meat is equally
unsuitable because it must be supplied in larger quantities, it decays easily unless it is
processed, and it is not wholesome.Wholesome foods that can be easily stored, burn slowly, are
sufficient in small amounts, burn without leaving much residue, and are the staple foods of the
macrobiotic way of eating. Those foods are whole grains, whole vegetables, whole beans, and
whole sea vegetables. This was also the diet of the majority of all traditional populations
throughout world history. Only recently has this basic pattern been abandoned.If we consider the
present ways of eating according to the guidelines listed above, it becomes clear that current
dietary trends are mistaken and dangerous. Some foods cause our body fire to burn violently or
even explosively and can manifest itself as anger, shouting, rashes, and so on. Other foods
cause our fire to burn very unequally: sometimes strong, sometimes soft. Food can cause heavy
fumes that coat and obstruct our lungs, respiratory passageways, and skin, for example, and
also cause unclear perceptions, emotions, and thinking. Often they leave residues that
crystallize in our excretory organs (for example kidney stones). Also, an over-abundant supply of
liquids can be responsible for weakening or even extinguishing our fire. Too much fruit, juice,
fresh salad, and other raw, uncooked foods also cool us down and can put out our inner
fire.Even if we consume good fuel, we must consider when, how, and how much of it to supply. If
we pour too much fuel at once on a fire, it may suffocate, or start to form fumes. We can however
revive the fire by supplying enough oxygen in a correct way.If we continued to think along these
lines, a large part of human pathology could be easily understood, corrected, or prevented.
Using Asian thought we can see that the ideas of macrobiotics are not very complicated and
supported by fundamental reasoning.FOOD AND ASIAN MEDICINEWhen considering a food
item as a possible medication, traditional Asian doctors always considered the whole of the item.



Two foods may be chemically identical, but if, for example, their shape is different, then when
consumed they will influence us differently. Instead of trying to grasp the whole by studying its
parts as modern doctors do, the Asian healer saw this as a manifestation of movement, or of
energy, or ki.Asian doctors tried to determine what kind of ki a food item is made up of, and what
kind of ki-energy is created in our body when we consume it. They tried to understand
symptoms and sicknesses as ki-patterns, and they tried to figure out how and by what means
these ki-patterns can be influenced. It was from this viewpoint that not only treatment by food,
but also treatments such as shiatsu, moxibustion, palm healing, acupuncture, and herbal
medicine were developed.It is through a balance of our yin and yang ki and an understanding of
food classification that we can maintain health.The Importance of Balance Involving Yin Ki and
Yang KiMaintaining a balance between our yin ki and yang ki is essential to overall well-being.
The intensity of the yin ki we receive, as well as the quality of the yin ki being attracted, is mostly
dependent on our yang ki. For example, if we do not move our body (which is yang), our yang ki
will lose its yang properties and it will no longer provide intense attraction for yin ki. Similarly, if
we constantly overeat, our yang ki becomes stagnant, and we will not be charged actively by yin
ki. The quality of our blood may be good, but if we overeat and if we are not active, the charge of
our organs will be minimal.On the other hand, if we eat very yang foods in small amounts, the
charge of yin ki may become overabundant and gradually a person may start to act wild. Also, if
our intake of yang ki is not orderly and harmonious, the various qualities of yin ki will be attracted
in a disharmonious way. This will create an imbalance and cause a person to become unhealthy.
Asian methods of diet and eating, and macrobiotics help create a way of keeping this
balance.One of the main shortcomings of modern Asian medicine is that its practitioners try to
influence the body primarily by influencing the yin ki, by intensifying its charge, or by releasing
overcharged and stagnated organs. Unless an acupuncturist understands ki very well and also
understands food as ki, his/her treatments will not create the best possible results, and similar or
other troubles will soon arise again. As a symptomatic remedy, adjustments in the yin ki can
work in the short term, but for a fundamental, long-term healing, the yang ki must be normalized.
Only by a thorough understanding of the different classifications of ki can the yin and yang be
normalized correctly.Classification of Foods as Medications in Traditional Asian
MedicineTraditionally, foods were classified in three different ways. First, foods or medications
were classified into five categories by their effect on our body temperature. If we feel hot or cold,
that indicates our ki flow has become either more or less active, such as:■ foods making us feel
hot: ginger, alcohol, curry■ foods making us feel warm: cinnamon, miso soup■ foods that do
not change our temperature, or which bring our temperature back to normal: kuzu, rice■ foods
making us feel cool: mint, mild use of salt.■ foods making us feel cold: excessive use of salt,
excessive use of sugar (sugar can make us feel warm in the beginning)The second way
traditional Asian doctors classified foods was by their taste. Tastes are manifestations of different
types of ki-energy. The criterion to classify tastes is the season in which each taste is
predominantly being produced. Please note that when we use the term sweet, we do not mean



the artificial sweetness of sugar, but the natural sweet taste within the food. Different types of ki-
energy are found in the following foods:■ sour taste (tree-type energy): greens of scallions or
leeks, vinegar, sauerkraut■ bitter taste (fire-type energy): burdock root, dandelion root, roasted
seeds, roasted sea vegetable powder, olives■ sweet taste (soil-type energy): pumpkin, rice,
corn, chestnut, sweet rice, dried fruits, rice syrup, barley malt■ spicy, pungent, hot taste (metal-
type energy): daikon, green of scallions or leeks, ginger, mustard■ salty taste (water-type
energy): miso, soy sauce■ Some food items have a mixed taste: umeboshi tastes sour-salty,
gomashio has a bitter-salty tasteThird, foods were classified according to the direction in which
they energize the body. According to yin and yang, four food characters were recognized as
such:■ ascending, upward character: fruit, leafy green vegetables■ active character: this
means going actively in all directions: sugar, alcohol■ sinking character: this means going from
out to in, from external to internal: round vegetables■ descending, downward character: meat,
root vegetables■ floating character: this means going outwards, going externally: water, beans,
seaweedIn reality, foods or food parts often have a combined effect: leaves and flowers give an
upward and floating effect, while roots usually have a downward and sinking effect.If we combine
those three classifications, we can distinguish 5 x 5 x 4, or 100 large categories of foods or
medicine.■ Cinnamon would be classified as warm-spicy-floating. (It warms up the body and its
taste is spicy.)■ Apricot seeds would be normal-bitter-sinking. (It has no effect on temperature
and has a bitter taste.)■ Kuzu root, acorn squash, and butternut squash would be normal-
sweet-sinking. (It stabilizes the body and its taste is sweet.)■ Daikon leaves, mustard greens
would be hot-spicy-upward. (It cools off the body and its taste is pungent.)■ Ginger would be
hot-pungent-downward. (It warms up the body and its taste is pungent.)In reality the situation is
not so simple or static, because of various factors. First, within the heating effect of foods several
degrees of heating can be distinguished, and several degrees of sweetness or sourness exist
within the sweetness or sourness of a medication. For example, apple vinegar, rice vinegar,
umeboshi vinegar, and sauerkraut all have a similar sour taste, but their effects are very different.
Similarly, barley malt, rice honey, maple syrup, honey, and sugarcane sugar all have a sweet
taste, but their effects are different. Honey has a floating and slightly upward tendency, barley
malt has a sinking and slightly upward effect, rice malt is more sinking, maple syrup is more
upward, and corn syrup is slowly upward.If we want to treat a baby’s fever with sweetened kuzu,
the baby’s condition will worsen if we add maple syrup, because fever is an actively outward and
upward going ki. If we add barley malt, it will not help. In this case, only rice syrup is a suitable
sweetener. By understanding the food classification and what effects the sweetener will have,
we can choose the right ingredient and help relieve the symptom.Also, the energy of each part of
a plant is different. For example, the green part and the white part of a scallion have different
effects.How we prepare the food product is important as well. For example, if we use ginger root
(downward, floating) its effect will be different if we use the root raw or dried (more sinking). And
if we use the dried root, it will be different if we boil it or roast it. And if we boil it, it makes a
difference whether we boil for a long or for a short time.Additionally, various foods can be



combined to create specific effects. For example, kuzu with umeboshi, soy sauce, and ginger, or
kuzu with barley malt, and so on. As a result, thousands of different varieties of medications can
be created. This is simultaneously the advantage and the disadvantage of Asian herbal
medicine. As long as the underlying principles were well understood by the herbal doctor, he
could create effective medications which did not create side effects. But fewer and fewer herbal
doctors seem to have been able to grasp these underlying principles.Symptoms as Ki
ManifestationsIt is possible to classify major symptoms in five different stages. When we
consider pain for example, we can distinguish:■ very sharp, excruciating or unbearable pain
(kidney stone attack)■ strong pain, but not so violent (toothache)■ moderate, up and down
going pain (inflamed hemorrhoids)■ very dull, deep inside pain (stiff neck)■ light discomfort (a
bruise)It is also possible to classify symptoms such as temperature, sweating, shivering, and so
on, in this way. This is however a rather static, not so immediately useful classification.More
dynamically speaking, according to the simple yin-yang classification, we can classify symptoms
into two categories.■ Yin symptoms are diversifying, going outward, such as high fever,
coughing, or sweating. They are called Jitsu-Sho, meaning symptoms that are full or active.■
Yang symptoms are condensing, going towards the inside, such as stagnations, hardenings, and
creation of mucus or stones. They are called Kyo-Sho meaning more inactive, inwards, sinking
symptoms.In more detail, we can recognize four types of symptoms: moving upwards, moving
downwards, moving inwards, and moving outwards. How this manifests practically, you will see
in the form of examples in Chapter 2.CONCLUSIONAs Hippocrates, the father of medicine,
taught, “Let food be thy medicine and thy medicine be food.” By understanding food as energy,
as well as nutrients, we can harmonize with nature and the changing seasons. We can make
more balanced and harmonious food selections and optimize our health and well-
being.CHAPTER 1Understanding Food as EnergyAsian doctors have not always used herbs,
acupuncture, homeopathic preparations, and related techniques to deal with symptoms and
sicknesses. Instead, they considered a person’s daily diet to be the basic and necessary tool to
approach any health problem, and certain foods were thought to strengthen certain organs or
systems, and to prevent or even relieve specific diseases. To Asian doctors, the diet was the
route to wellness.One hundred years ago, modern Western dietary principles and medicines
were introduced in the Far East. These newer principles were not as wholesome as traditional
Asian philosophies and were more analytical. In modern medicine, for example, if a certain
mushroom has been traditionally used to lower a fever, the doctor will analyze this mushroom
and identify an active chemical ingredient that the doctor will then extract and produce in tablet
form. Modern doctors look at the chemical content and the ingredients that make up the product
and create a medication in the hopes that this will cure the patient. But in most cases this does
not work, because they only look at a part of the mushroom and do not realize the importance of
the whole. Modern doctors do not realize that every part of the mushroom goes into healing the
person.While these pharmaceuticals may help in the short term, they have been found to create
side effects or even new sicknesses. The medications that are produced focus on fixing one



symptom and do not heal the whole body. They relieve you of your immediate illness, but do
nothing to heal what caused you to be sick in the first place and therefore prevent further
disease.Year after year new techniques and medications are produced in the hopes of finding
new and better treatments for a variety of symptoms. This method of healing has become very
expensive and seems impractical. This is why after trying modern medicine and medications for
a hundred years, many people in Japan, China, Korea, and other countries have become
disappointed with this approach. A reevaluation of traditional Asian medication began and with it
a new understanding of diet. It was in this way that modern macrobiotics was created.To judge
traditional medications correctly and use them efficiently, we need to understand the view
traditional doctors had about food and about matter in general. Macrobiotics helps us recover
this way of thinking and looking at life. You will first examine the principles of yin and yang and
the five transformations. Next you will learn about the energy that comes from yin and yang, or ki.
Finally you will examine how ki corresponds to your body and the food you eat and what
symptoms may arise from not eating a balanced diet.YIN AND YANGTo understand how
traditional Asian medicine uses foods for medicinal purposes, we must outline the basic
elements of the yin-yang view and of the Five Transformations Theory. Often mistranslated as
the “Five Elements Theory,” the Japanese wording of the “Five Transmutations Theory” is Yin
Yang Go Gyo and can be literally translated as “Yin Yang Five Goings” (see pages 22 and 23).
The theory describes five stages of transforming energy, or five phases of energy change, and is
a more detailed and more practical explanation and application of the yin-yang view in
understanding macrobiotics.In the theory, yin is the centrifugal, expanding force in the universe,
and yang is the contracting, centripetal tendency in the universe. They are proportional and
represent balance. When there is more of one, there is less of the other and nothing is
absolutely yin or yang.Yin and yang also represent movement and life. Yin and yang interact with
each other in specific ways: yin repels yin, yang repels yang, yin attracts yang, yang attracts yin,
and so on. Each is always interacting with the other and, at its extreme, even changes into the
other. When yin reaches its extreme, it changes into yang; when yang reaches its extreme, it
changes into yin. Within this cycle of yin changing into yang, and yang changing into yin, we can
recognize five stages. Each stage can also be broken down into manifestations, which are
explained in the following list. These manifestations, which can be used to classify everything
from the atmosphere to food, help form macrobiotic thought.1. The beginning of expansion.
This expansion has a horizontally expanding tendency. This can be called a “water-type”
energy.2. The expansion that is more active and has a rising tendency. This can be called a
“tree-type” or “gas-type” energy (usually this has been mistranslated in acupuncture books as
“wood”).3. Expansion going very actively in all directions. This tendency can be called “fire-type”
or “plasma-type” energy.4. The beginning of a contracting tendency in the form of solidification,
condensation. This can be called an “earth-type,” or “soil-type” energy.5. A contracting tendency
reaching its most condensed state. This can be called a “metal-type” energy. If contraction
continues, expansion will start to arise in the form of a liquidification, and we are back at stage



one. This can be seen, for example, when metal starts to melt by applying heat, which is
yang.Yin and yang form ki. The concept of ki, which is discussed in the next section, is very
important to macrobiotics and helps classify food and explain imbalances between yin and
yang.KIYin and yang are constantly changing and interacting with each other, and the energy
and force generated between them forms ki, see inset page 9. A good understanding of the term
ki is of enormous importance. Pronounced ki in Japanese; in Chinese, the term is chi; and in
Korean, gee. The Japanese ideogram for the word ki is and can literally be interpreted as “the
energy of rice”. We have not yet discovered an English word that is a perfect translation for ki. A
close Western translation could be “electromagnetic charge,” or “vibration.” In effect, though, ki is
the activity, the movement, the energy, the vibration generated between yin and yang poles and
provides us with the energy of life.THE MANY MEANINGS OF KIExamples from the Japanese
language show just how integrated the concept of ki is in daily life, and help to give you a better
understanding of the term. The following provides Japanese phrases using the word ki and their
meanings.Aikido. Ai means “meeting,” “harmonizing.” Do means “Tao.” Aikido is “the way of
harmonizing ki.” Translated to mean a Japanese martial art.Byo Ki. Literally means “ki is
suffering,” “ki is out of order,” or “ki is sick.” Notice that they do not say “the body is sick.”
Translated as sickness or disease.Den Ki. Literally means “ki of thunder.” Translated as
electricity.Do Ki O Hassu. Literally means “ki of anger bursts out.” Translated to mean to become
angry.In Ki. Literally means “yin ki.” Translated to mean a person who is serious, pessimistic, and
dark.Ji Ki. Literally means “ki of magnet.” Ji (magnet) literally means “attracting stone.” Translated
to mean magnetism.Jo Ki Suru. Literally means “ki ascends,” or “ki goes up high.” Translated as
rising energy.Ka Ki Gen Kin. Literally means “ki of fire strictly prohibited.” Fire is not thought of as
fire in the literal, physical sense, but as “ki of fire.” Translated to mean no fire.Ki O Tsukau.
Literally means“use ki.” Translated to mean pay attention or deliberate.Ki Ga Chiisai. Literally
means “ki is small.” Translated to mean coward.Ki Ga Hareru. Literally means “ki clears up,” or “ki
becomes fine.” Translated to mean I feel wonderful.Ki Ga Kawaru. Literally means “ki changed.”
Translated to mean changed one’s mind.Ki Ga Ki Ku. Literally means “ki works sharply,” or “ki
works profitably.” Translated to mean a person who works quickly, diligently, and accurately.Ki Ga
Kusaru. Literally means “ki is rotten,” “ki is decayed.” Translated to mean a person who is
complaining, fed up, or negative.Ki Ga Noru. Literally means “ki is riding.” Translated to mean
actively wanting to do.Ki Ga Shizumu. Literally means “ki sinks down,” “ki down.” Translated to
mean depressed.Ki Ga Tsuku. Literally means “ki attached,” “ki focused.” The Japanese military
expression for “Attention!” is “KiOTsuke!”, which literally means “Attach ki!” Translated to mean
notice.Ki Hin. Literally means “ki is good for three factors.” These three factors, represented by
three openings, are eating, breathing and talking. Translated to mean nobleness, dignity,
refinement, grace.Ki Kai. Literally means “ocean of ki” and refers to the hara or intestinal energy
center. Translated as reservoir of energy.Ki Nilru. Literally means “ki enters.” Translated to mean
fond of, like.Ki O Kubaru. Literally means “distribute ki.” Translated to mean think over,
consider.Ki O Tobasu. Literally means “ki flies away.” Translated to mean frightened.Ki O



Ushinau. Literally means “ki is lost.” Translated to mean faint.Ki Sho. Literally means “character
of ki.” Translated to mean personality.Ki ShoGaTsuyoi. Literally means “character is strong.”
Means a person’s personality is very domineering, stubborn, or, insistent. Translated to mean
very strong personality.Ki Sho GaYowai. Literally means “character is weak.” Translated to mean
weak personality.Ku Ki. Literally means “ki of sky” or “ki of void.” Translated to mean air.Kui Ke.
Literally means “ki of eating.” Translated to mean appetite.Kyo Ki. Literally means “wrong ki,”
“disorderly ki.” They do not say the brain or mind is out of order. Translated to mean crazy,
mentally ill.Mizu Ke. Literally means “ki of water.” If a person’s palms are always wet, a Japanese
person might say “his mizu-ke is plenty.” Translated to mean humidity.Shio Ke. Literally means “ki
of salt.” When soup tastes too salty, a Japanese person will say “ki of salt is strong” instead of
“there is too much salt.”Sho Ki. Literally means “right ki.” Translated to mean of sound mind.Ten
Ki. Literally means “ki of heaven.” Translated to mean weather.Uwa Ki. Literally means “floating
ki.” Translated to mean a person who lives without care or responsibility.Yo Ki. Literally means
“yang ki.” Translated to mean a person who is happy, joyful, and active.Yu Ki. Literally means
“active ki.” Translated to mean courage.THE MANY MEANINGS OF KIExamples from the
Japanese language show just how integrated the concept of ki is in daily life, and help to give
you a better understanding of the term. The following provides Japanese phrases using the word
ki and their meanings.Aikido. Ai means “meeting,” “harmonizing.” Do means “Tao.” Aikido is “the
way of harmonizing ki.” Translated to mean a Japanese martial art.Byo Ki. Literally means “ki is
suffering,” “ki is out of order,” or “ki is sick.” Notice that they do not say “the body is sick.”
Translated as sickness or disease.Den Ki. Literally means “ki of thunder.” Translated as
electricity.Do Ki O Hassu. Literally means “ki of anger bursts out.” Translated to mean to become
angry.In Ki. Literally means “yin ki.” Translated to mean a person who is serious, pessimistic, and
dark.Ji Ki. Literally means “ki of magnet.” Ji (magnet) literally means “attracting stone.” Translated
to mean magnetism.Jo Ki Suru. Literally means “ki ascends,” or “ki goes up high.” Translated as
rising energy.Ka Ki Gen Kin. Literally means “ki of fire strictly prohibited.” Fire is not thought of as
fire in the literal, physical sense, but as “ki of fire.” Translated to mean no fire.Ki O Tsukau.
Literally means“use ki.” Translated to mean pay attention or deliberate.Ki Ga Chiisai. Literally
means “ki is small.” Translated to mean coward.Ki Ga Hareru. Literally means “ki clears up,” or “ki
becomes fine.” Translated to mean I feel wonderful.Ki Ga Kawaru. Literally means “ki changed.”
Translated to mean changed one’s mind.Ki Ga Ki Ku. Literally means “ki works sharply,” or “ki
works profitably.” Translated to mean a person who works quickly, diligently, and accurately.Ki Ga
Kusaru. Literally means “ki is rotten,” “ki is decayed.” Translated to mean a person who is
complaining, fed up, or negative.Ki Ga Noru. Literally means “ki is riding.” Translated to mean
actively wanting to do.Ki Ga Shizumu. Literally means “ki sinks down,” “ki down.” Translated to
mean depressed.Ki Ga Tsuku. Literally means “ki attached,” “ki focused.” The Japanese military
expression for “Attention!” is “KiOTsuke!”, which literally means “Attach ki!” Translated to mean
notice.Ki Hin. Literally means “ki is good for three factors.” These three factors, represented by
three openings, are eating, breathing and talking. Translated to mean nobleness, dignity,



refinement, grace.Ki Kai. Literally means “ocean of ki” and refers to the hara or intestinal energy
center. Translated as reservoir of energy.Ki Nilru. Literally means “ki enters.” Translated to mean
fond of, like.Ki O Kubaru. Literally means “distribute ki.” Translated to mean think over,
consider.Ki O Tobasu. Literally means “ki flies away.” Translated to mean frightened.Ki O
Ushinau. Literally means “ki is lost.” Translated to mean faint.Ki Sho. Literally means “character
of ki.” Translated to mean personality.Ki ShoGaTsuyoi. Literally means “character is strong.”
Means a person’s personality is very domineering, stubborn, or, insistent. Translated to mean
very strong personality.Ki Sho GaYowai. Literally means “character is weak.” Translated to mean
weak personality.Ku Ki. Literally means “ki of sky” or “ki of void.” Translated to mean air.Kui Ke.
Literally means “ki of eating.” Translated to mean appetite.Kyo Ki. Literally means “wrong ki,”
“disorderly ki.” They do not say the brain or mind is out of order. Translated to mean crazy,
mentally ill.Mizu Ke. Literally means “ki of water.” If a person’s palms are always wet, a Japanese
person might say “his mizu-ke is plenty.” Translated to mean humidity.Shio Ke. Literally means “ki
of salt.” When soup tastes too salty, a Japanese person will say “ki of salt is strong” instead of
“there is too much salt.”Sho Ki. Literally means “right ki.” Translated to mean of sound mind.Ten
Ki. Literally means “ki of heaven.” Translated to mean weather.Uwa Ki. Literally means “floating
ki.” Translated to mean a person who lives without care or responsibility.Yo Ki. Literally means
“yang ki.” Translated to mean a person who is happy, joyful, and active.Yu Ki. Literally means
“active ki.” Translated to mean courage.Origins of KiFor thousands of years, the concept of ki
has been used by ordinary people in Asian countries. Actually the whole Asian view of life has
been based on seeing all of life as ki and everything as energy, waves, and vibrations.Types of
KiKi can be categorized in several ways. First there is basic yin ki and yang ki, or inward and
outward flowing energy. We can then go further and classify ki based on the five stages of yin
and yang (see pages 22 and 23). These include water-types, tree-types, fire-types, earth-types,
and metal-types of ki, and can be seen to be manifested in every part of our universe.Yin Ki and
Yang KiWhen we use the yin-yang way of seeing, we can recognize that there are two basic
types of ki and we can say that our bodies receive ki from two directions.The first type is an
inward gathering ki, manifesting more the yin tendency. This ki comes directly from the outside
world. It comes from heaven and from the earth in the form of cosmic rays, sun rays, moon rays,
humidity, temperature, sound waves, people’s vibration, and so on. This kind of ki is a very
expanded ki (yin ki).The second type is the outward flowing ki, manifesting more the yang
tendency. This ki comes from inside our body, in the form of liquid and solid foods. These foods
are transformed into blood, and this blood is then distributed outwards. This kind of ki is very
dense and compacted (yang ki).The interaction of both these types of ki creates our body and
enables it to function. Yang ki forms, materializes, and feeds our organs and tissues. Yin ki
activates and charges those organs.Manifestations of KiWithin infinity (the world of infinite
expansion, or yin) polarization (the world of centrifugality and centripetality, or yang) arises
continuously and within the two are the invisible, hidden, imperceptible principles underlying all
creation. They do not exist as ki manifestations; they are the origin of ki.Between the yin and



yang poles, movement arises which finally manifests as five clearly distinguishable domains of
the whole creation: the world of vibrations, the world of pre-atoms, the world of elements, the
world of plants, and the world of animals. These five worlds are nothing but the manifestations of
the five tendencies of movement, or ki, between the yin and yang poles:■ world of vibrations
(waves, rays): fire-type energy■ world of pre-atoms (such as electrons, protons, neutrons):
water-type energy■ world of elements: soil-type energy■ world of plants: gas- or tree-type
energy■ world of animals: metal-type energyThese original manifestations can then be broken
down into five more groups. Even though, for example, animals are initially classified at being
created through metal-type energy, different species are further broken down to form five more
groups, like mammals and amphibians. Each of these groups can be further categorized.
Mammals, for instance, can be broken down into horses, and cows. Furthermore, each of these
specific animals can be grouped as well. Horses, for example, include Pintos, Clydesdales, and
more. This classification process can go on and on and everything is composed of these five
types of ki. The following short sections help clarify this phenomenon.Atmosphere as
KiAtmospheric energy changes throughout the course of a day. We can classify this energy as
yang during the day and yin during the night. But we can also recognize in a more detailed way
five stages of energy change in the atmosphere:■ tree-type energy: morning■ fire-type
energy: noon■ soil-type energy: afternoon■ metal-type energy: evening■ water-type energy:
nightWe can also classify the atmospheric energies during the seasons of the year into five
stages:■ Spring (tree-type): the energy is going up■ Summer (fire-type): the energy is moving
very actively■ Indian summer (soil-type): the energy is starting to go down and feel stabilized■
Fall (metal-type): the energy is going downwards■ Winter (water-type): the energy is more
floatingAnimals as KiWe describe animals as being created and generated by a metal-type ki.
We can, however, further subdivide them according to their origin during evolution:■ tree-type
energy: amphibians■ fire-type energy: reptiles and birds■ soil-type energy: mammals■ metal-
type energy: human beings■ water-type energy: water animalsWater Animals as KiWe
characterized water animals as having been more generated by water-type energy. However,
according to their development, living area, and behavior, we can further recognize several
types of water animals:■ tree-type energy: coastal fish (halibut or cod)■ fire-type energy:
active ocean fish (squid, octopus, and eel)■ soil-type energy: fresh water fish (trout or perch)■
metal-type energy: compact ocean fish (sardine or smelt)■ water-type energy: shellfish
(mussel, clam, oyster, and lobster)Plants as KiAll plants can be understood as being created
and charged by tree-type energy. We can further subdivide plants according to their origin during
the evolution of species:■ tree-type energy: earliest land plants (land mosses or mushrooms)■
fire-type energy: ancient plants (ferns or asparagus)■ soil-type energy: modern plants (squash,
melons, seeds, and nuts)■ metal-type energy: cereal grains (rice, millet, or barley)■ water-
type energy: plants originated in the sea (sea moss, or sea vegetables)Vegetables as KiThe
energy of the various seasons creates various types of plants. Among the vegetables, we can
distinguish five types:■ tree-type vegetables: an upward growing tendency (leeks, scallions,



and chives)■ fire-type vegetables: leaves grow in a large expanding way (collard greens)■ soil-
type vegetables: energy starts to gather, vegetables become more round (pumpkins, onions,
and cabbages)■ metal-type vegetables: a more contracting tendency (carrot-tops and
watercress)■ water-type vegetables: root vegetables (carrots and burdock)Grains and Beans
as KiAlthough beans and grains are generally formed under the influence of metal-type or water-
type energy (they are the most contracted stage of the plants), we can further classify grains and
beans into five categories, according to the season in which they grow and are harvested:■
tree-type (spring): wheat, oats, and rye■ fire-type (summer): corn■ soil-type (Indian summer):
millet■ metal-type (fall): rice■ water-type (winter): buckwheat, as well as beansIt would equally
be possible to classify all beans into five different categories. The same could be done with the
various types of cabbages, squashes, and so on.We hope that by these examples you can
understand that it is useless to characterize a certain food as exclusively one particular type of
energy, such as saying that “corn is fire-energy” and should only be eaten in summer. Corn can
also be classified as a plant and therefore as tree-energy and would be suitable, when available
or in dried form, in spring. And overall, grains, as noted above, are classified as metal-energy
plants, and hence corn also has metal energy and is appropriate in autumn, when it is
customarily harvested. It is important to keep this more open, flexible approach in mind when
selecting and preparing food rather than a rigid, fixed, conceptual understanding.The
macrobiotic diet is rooted in the classifications of ki because it allows for a balance of energy.
Based on the ki-type of food we eat, equilibrium can be maintained. However, when we become
imbalanced and show different symptoms of illness, it is important to identify the problem and
know what kinds of food will help us become healthy again. To do this, we must first understand
the human body.THE HUMAN BODYThe human body, like anything else, can be classified into
different forms of ki. Our organs are sorted into yin and yang and paired based on ki-type and
function. Our bodies have seven energy centers, or chakras. We need to supply all different
kinds of energy to maintain them.In macrobiotics, it is important to balance the ki in our bodies,
maintain a state of equilibrium between our organs, and supply our bodies with a balanced diet
of varying energies or we will become sick.Body as KiWhen we consider a human being as a
manifestation of ki, we can distinguish several categories or stages of ki making up this being,
such as:■ Kek-Ki—Kek stands for Ketsu or “blood”■ Shio-Ke—“Salt-ki” or “ki of minerals”■
Mizu-Ke—“Water-ki” or “ki of liquids”■ Ku-Ki—“Ki of air” or “ki of gas”■ Den-Ki—“Ki of thunder”
or “electricity which is constantly running in our bodies”■ Ji-Ki—“Gathering force,” “attracting
power,” or “magnetism”■ Rei-Ki—“Ki of spirit,” or “the invisible force of soul”All of these stages
of ki came out from Shin Ki, or what we can call God-ki. Out of Shin Ki (the source), Rei Ki (yin
and yang) is born. As you know, yin and yang are two opposing forces that balance each other,
and yin is the expanding force while yang is the contracting force. Between yin and yang, Ji Ki
(magnetism) arises. The next vibration, in the form of electricity (Den Ki), is produced. Then
atmosphere (Ku Ki), water (Mizu Ki), and minerals (Shio Ki) are formed. We take all these in the
form of food and transform them into Kek-ki, ki of blood, which nourishes our body and is our



most fundamental ki.Organs as KiKi flow creates and charges our organs. When we use the
simple yin-yang way of classifying ki into two types, we can see that there are yin organs and
yang organs. Yin organs are formed by inward flowing ki, called “solid” organs, and include the
liver, heart, spleen, pancreas, lungs, and kidney. These organs are filled with blood and are
essential to life. Yang organs are formed by outward flowing ki, called “hollow” organs, and
include the small intestines, gallbladder, stomach, large intestine, and bladder. They
predominantly deal with getting energy from the food we eat and getting rid of waste.Using the
classification of ki into five stages, we can recognize five different organs among the solid
organs and five different organs among the hollow organs.■ Kidney and bladder are created
and charged by water-like energy.■ Liver and gallbladder are created and charged by gas-like
or tree-like energy.■ Heart and small intestine are created and charged by plasma-like or fire-
like energy.■ Spleen/pancreas and stomach are created and charged by soil-like or earth-like
energy.■ Lungs and large intestine are created and charged by metal-like energy.Each yin
organ is paired with a yang organ based on function and ki-type, as discussed above. The
kidney and bladder function as purifiers, the liver and gallbladder work to distribute energy, the
heart and small intestine are paired for their functions in blood quality, the spleen and stomach
serve as storage, and the lung and large intestine work for the immune function. These organ-
pairs will be more active at the time of day or season of the year that correspond to their energy-
type. For example, the spring season and the morning will activate the liver and gallbladder more
than any other time. Figure 1.1 on page 15 helps to show these different classifications more
clearly.Figure 1.1. Five Stages of Energy TransmutationsHitoThe Japanese language has an
interesting word for “human being.” The term is hito. Phonetically the word hito is made up of the
syllables hi meaning “sun,” or “fire,” and to meaning “spirit,” or “ghost.” In other words, their name
for “human being” originally means “fire ghost.” “Ghost” refers to the fact that they considered the
human body as nothing but a very dense mass of energy. “Fire” points to the fact that this mass
of energy has the characteristic of continuously creating a temperature that is different from its
surroundings. As such, human beings are considered to belong to the warm-blooded
animals.The study of the origin, structure, and function of this “fire mass” has been the subject of
all Asian physiological studies. This fire is actually created by millions of small furnaces, or fires
that in modern terminology are called individual cells. But within this large fire, seven main
central heating furnaces have been traditionally recognized. They are called chakras.It is very
important and useful to realize that we are a “fire mass,” because this mass of fire can only
continue to exist if fuel is added from time to time. This fuel we call food and drink. Intake of air is
furthermore an indispensable and regulating factor in the burning of this fire. Discovering the
ideal fuel for this fire, how to supply it, and when to supply it, has been a primary study of the
macrobiotic view of life. Actually, the necessity to determine this fuel has existed ever since
mankind appeared on earth. Our ancient ancestors had to decide what fuel to use for their
subsistence. To make this choice, they had to consider the following factors:■ They could
choose a quick-burning or a slow-burning fuel (for example, disaccharides or polysaccharides).



The quick-burning fuel usually creates a stronger temperature for a short period. The slow-
burning fuel, however, is superior because one does not need to eat very frequently when
consuming a slow-burning fuel.■ They could choose a fuel that needs to be supplied in large
amounts or only in small amounts to create a certain amount of heat. Since food was not
cultivated in abundant amounts, they chose foods that are sufficient in small amounts. For this
reason, meat was not selected as their main source of sustenance.■ They could choose to
produce fuel that can be stored easily, or which decays rapidly. Since there were no refrigerators,
or chemical preservatives, they chose as their main foods products which could be stored for
long periods and that tend to decay slowly.■ They could choose between fuel, that creates
fumes while burning and leaves residues after being burned, or fuel which burns cleanly and
completely and does not produce heavy fumes or residues. When we burn oils, heavy fumes are
created, and when we use oils as the main fuel for our subsistence we experience these fumes
as clouded perceptions, unclear thinking, unpleasant feelings, and so on.■ They needed to
choose a fuel that was wholesome. Our fire is created by the activity of seven central “furnaces”
or chakras. Each chakra creates a different type of heat and actually needs a different fuel. In
order to supply fuel to all seven chakras, we should select fuel of a wholesome quality. If we use
partial or refined foods, we will only feed some of our chakras.If we consider all these factors, it
is obvious that sugar is not a good fuel; it burns quickly and it is not wholesome. Meat is equally
unsuitable because it must be supplied in larger quantities, it decays easily unless it is
processed, and it is not wholesome.Wholesome foods that can be easily stored, burn slowly, are
sufficient in small amounts, burn without leaving much residue, and are the staple foods of the
macrobiotic way of eating. Those foods are whole grains, whole vegetables, whole beans, and
whole sea vegetables. This was also the diet of the majority of all traditional populations
throughout world history. Only recently has this basic pattern been abandoned.If we consider the
present ways of eating according to the guidelines listed above, it becomes clear that current
dietary trends are mistaken and dangerous. Some foods cause our body fire to burn violently or
even explosively and can manifest itself as anger, shouting, rashes, and so on. Other foods
cause our fire to burn very unequally: sometimes strong, sometimes soft. Food can cause heavy
fumes that coat and obstruct our lungs, respiratory passageways, and skin, for example, and
also cause unclear perceptions, emotions, and thinking. Often they leave residues that
crystallize in our excretory organs (for example kidney stones). Also, an over-abundant supply of
liquids can be responsible for weakening or even extinguishing our fire. Too much fruit, juice,
fresh salad, and other raw, uncooked foods also cool us down and can put out our inner
fire.Even if we consume good fuel, we must consider when, how, and how much of it to supply. If
we pour too much fuel at once on a fire, it may suffocate, or start to form fumes. We can however
revive the fire by supplying enough oxygen in a correct way.If we continued to think along these
lines, a large part of human pathology could be easily understood, corrected, or prevented.
Using Asian thought we can see that the ideas of macrobiotics are not very complicated and
supported by fundamental reasoning.FOOD AND ASIAN MEDICINEWhen considering a food



item as a possible medication, traditional Asian doctors always considered the whole of the item.
Two foods may be chemically identical, but if, for example, their shape is different, then when
consumed they will influence us differently. Instead of trying to grasp the whole by studying its
parts as modern doctors do, the Asian healer saw this as a manifestation of movement, or of
energy, or ki.Asian doctors tried to determine what kind of ki a food item is made up of, and what
kind of ki-energy is created in our body when we consume it. They tried to understand
symptoms and sicknesses as ki-patterns, and they tried to figure out how and by what means
these ki-patterns can be influenced. It was from this viewpoint that not only treatment by food,
but also treatments such as shiatsu, moxibustion, palm healing, acupuncture, and herbal
medicine were developed.It is through a balance of our yin and yang ki and an understanding of
food classification that we can maintain health.The Importance of Balance Involving Yin Ki and
Yang KiMaintaining a balance between our yin ki and yang ki is essential to overall well-being.
The intensity of the yin ki we receive, as well as the quality of the yin ki being attracted, is mostly
dependent on our yang ki. For example, if we do not move our body (which is yang), our yang ki
will lose its yang properties and it will no longer provide intense attraction for yin ki. Similarly, if
we constantly overeat, our yang ki becomes stagnant, and we will not be charged actively by yin
ki. The quality of our blood may be good, but if we overeat and if we are not active, the charge of
our organs will be minimal.On the other hand, if we eat very yang foods in small amounts, the
charge of yin ki may become overabundant and gradually a person may start to act wild. Also, if
our intake of yang ki is not orderly and harmonious, the various qualities of yin ki will be attracted
in a disharmonious way. This will create an imbalance and cause a person to become unhealthy.
Asian methods of diet and eating, and macrobiotics help create a way of keeping this
balance.One of the main shortcomings of modern Asian medicine is that its practitioners try to
influence the body primarily by influencing the yin ki, by intensifying its charge, or by releasing
overcharged and stagnated organs. Unless an acupuncturist understands ki very well and also
understands food as ki, his/her treatments will not create the best possible results, and similar or
other troubles will soon arise again. As a symptomatic remedy, adjustments in the yin ki can
work in the short term, but for a fundamental, long-term healing, the yang ki must be normalized.
Only by a thorough understanding of the different classifications of ki can the yin and yang be
normalized correctly.Classification of Foods as Medications in Traditional Asian
MedicineTraditionally, foods were classified in three different ways. First, foods or medications
were classified into five categories by their effect on our body temperature. If we feel hot or cold,
that indicates our ki flow has become either more or less active, such as:■ foods making us feel
hot: ginger, alcohol, curry■ foods making us feel warm: cinnamon, miso soup■ foods that do
not change our temperature, or which bring our temperature back to normal: kuzu, rice■ foods
making us feel cool: mint, mild use of salt.■ foods making us feel cold: excessive use of salt,
excessive use of sugar (sugar can make us feel warm in the beginning)The second way
traditional Asian doctors classified foods was by their taste. Tastes are manifestations of different
types of ki-energy. The criterion to classify tastes is the season in which each taste is



predominantly being produced. Please note that when we use the term sweet, we do not mean
the artificial sweetness of sugar, but the natural sweet taste within the food. Different types of ki-
energy are found in the following foods:■ sour taste (tree-type energy): greens of scallions or
leeks, vinegar, sauerkraut■ bitter taste (fire-type energy): burdock root, dandelion root, roasted
seeds, roasted sea vegetable powder, olives■ sweet taste (soil-type energy): pumpkin, rice,
corn, chestnut, sweet rice, dried fruits, rice syrup, barley malt■ spicy, pungent, hot taste (metal-
type energy): daikon, green of scallions or leeks, ginger, mustard■ salty taste (water-type
energy): miso, soy sauce■ Some food items have a mixed taste: umeboshi tastes sour-salty,
gomashio has a bitter-salty tasteThird, foods were classified according to the direction in which
they energize the body. According to yin and yang, four food characters were recognized as
such:■ ascending, upward character: fruit, leafy green vegetables■ active character: this
means going actively in all directions: sugar, alcohol■ sinking character: this means going from
out to in, from external to internal: round vegetables■ descending, downward character: meat,
root vegetables■ floating character: this means going outwards, going externally: water, beans,
seaweedIn reality, foods or food parts often have a combined effect: leaves and flowers give an
upward and floating effect, while roots usually have a downward and sinking effect.If we combine
those three classifications, we can distinguish 5 x 5 x 4, or 100 large categories of foods or
medicine.■ Cinnamon would be classified as warm-spicy-floating. (It warms up the body and its
taste is spicy.)■ Apricot seeds would be normal-bitter-sinking. (It has no effect on temperature
and has a bitter taste.)■ Kuzu root, acorn squash, and butternut squash would be normal-
sweet-sinking. (It stabilizes the body and its taste is sweet.)■ Daikon leaves, mustard greens
would be hot-spicy-upward. (It cools off the body and its taste is pungent.)■ Ginger would be
hot-pungent-downward. (It warms up the body and its taste is pungent.)In reality the situation is
not so simple or static, because of various factors. First, within the heating effect of foods several
degrees of heating can be distinguished, and several degrees of sweetness or sourness exist
within the sweetness or sourness of a medication. For example, apple vinegar, rice vinegar,
umeboshi vinegar, and sauerkraut all have a similar sour taste, but their effects are very different.
Similarly, barley malt, rice honey, maple syrup, honey, and sugarcane sugar all have a sweet
taste, but their effects are different. Honey has a floating and slightly upward tendency, barley
malt has a sinking and slightly upward effect, rice malt is more sinking, maple syrup is more
upward, and corn syrup is slowly upward.If we want to treat a baby’s fever with sweetened kuzu,
the baby’s condition will worsen if we add maple syrup, because fever is an actively outward and
upward going ki. If we add barley malt, it will not help. In this case, only rice syrup is a suitable
sweetener. By understanding the food classification and what effects the sweetener will have,
we can choose the right ingredient and help relieve the symptom.Also, the energy of each part of
a plant is different. For example, the green part and the white part of a scallion have different
effects.How we prepare the food product is important as well. For example, if we use ginger root
(downward, floating) its effect will be different if we use the root raw or dried (more sinking). And
if we use the dried root, it will be different if we boil it or roast it. And if we boil it, it makes a



difference whether we boil for a long or for a short time.Additionally, various foods can be
combined to create specific effects. For example, kuzu with umeboshi, soy sauce, and ginger, or
kuzu with barley malt, and so on. As a result, thousands of different varieties of medications can
be created. This is simultaneously the advantage and the disadvantage of Asian herbal
medicine. As long as the underlying principles were well understood by the herbal doctor, he
could create effective medications which did not create side effects. But fewer and fewer herbal
doctors seem to have been able to grasp these underlying principles.Symptoms as Ki
ManifestationsIt is possible to classify major symptoms in five different stages. When we
consider pain for example, we can distinguish:■ very sharp, excruciating or unbearable pain
(kidney stone attack)■ strong pain, but not so violent (toothache)■ moderate, up and down
going pain (inflamed hemorrhoids)■ very dull, deep inside pain (stiff neck)■ light discomfort (a
bruise)It is also possible to classify symptoms such as temperature, sweating, shivering, and so
on, in this way. This is however a rather static, not so immediately useful classification.More
dynamically speaking, according to the simple yin-yang classification, we can classify symptoms
into two categories.■ Yin symptoms are diversifying, going outward, such as high fever,
coughing, or sweating. They are called Jitsu-Sho, meaning symptoms that are full or active.■
Yang symptoms are condensing, going towards the inside, such as stagnations, hardenings, and
creation of mucus or stones. They are called Kyo-Sho meaning more inactive, inwards, sinking
symptoms.In more detail, we can recognize four types of symptoms: moving upwards, moving
downwards, moving inwards, and moving outwards. How this manifests practically, you will see
in the form of examples in Chapter 2.CONCLUSIONAs Hippocrates, the father of medicine,
taught, “Let food be thy medicine and thy medicine be food.” By understanding food as energy,
as well as nutrients, we can harmonize with nature and the changing seasons. We can make
more balanced and harmonious food selections and optimize our health and well-
being.CHAPTER 2Applying Food EnergeticsCHAPTER 2Applying Food Energetics
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